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Eddy currents generated in conducting materials by electromagnetic induction have 
been used for various science and engineering applications. One such application arises in 
the area of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) where they are used to detect flaws in metal 
structures. Although flaw detection by means of eddy currents has existed for about half a 
century, flaw characterization has essentially been performed through a catalogue of eddy 
current responses from experimental models. The theoretical modeling of eddy current 
responses has only been carried out recentiy and has established a firm foundation for the 
quantitative characterization of defects. 
This dissertation establishes algorithms for the recovery of flaw parameters, viz., its 
type, shape, size, location, etc., from the direct inversion of the eddy current signal 
resonses. At the same time, the dissertation also enhances the existing research on the 
forward eddy current response for various probe-flaw models and establishes theories 
leading to the better understanding of the electromagnetic induction phenomenon in flawed 
metal structures. The generality of the flaw models permits wide application, ranging from 
the NDE of defects to the determination of material properties and to exploratory 
geophysics (where eddy currents are used to investigate and locate conductivity anomalies 
within the the crust of the earth). 
Eddy current testing was first introduced in NDE by Forster and Breitfeld [1] and is 
typically carried out through an eddy current probe, driven by a time-harmonic a.c. current 
source. See Figure 1. The eddy current probe usually consists of a coil wound in air, or 
around a ferrite core, placed over the flawed conducting structure. The time-varying 




Figure 1: Schematic diagram of an eddy current setup for NDE 
3 
magnetic flux generated by the eddy current probe induces eddy currents within the 
conducting structure through Faraday's law. Changes in the electrical and magnetic 
properties within the material disturb the flow of eddy currents and affect the 
electromagnetic fields within the conducting structure. These changes are generally 
registered indirectly as a change in the probe impedance and displayed through an 
impedance plane diagram in an oscilloscope. Both, coupled circuit theory [2] and 
reciprocity [3] have been used to relate this change in probe impedance to the electric and 
magnetic fields existing within the conducting structure. 
There are both advantages and disadvantages to the eddy current method of inspection 
compared to other NDE techniques. Being inductive, eddy current techniques do not 
require any coupling between the investigating probe and the flawed structure. However, 
the signals become weaker as the distance between the probe and flaw (liftoff) increases. 
Eddy current units require only single-sided access and are easily transportable. The 
techniques are fairly sensitive to flaws oriented perpendicular to the direction of flow of 
eddy currents but are insensitive to those that are parallel. Eddy currents, being diffusive, 
are restricted to detecting near-surface flaws in conducting structures. Major applications 
of eddy current testing techniques occur in nuclear and power industries where they are 
used to detect surface-breaking cracks and inclusions in steam-generator tubings and in the 
aerospace industry, where they are used to detect fatigue cracks in the skin of the aircraft 
and in engine components. 
There are various types of eddy current setups and probe geometries, depending on 
the the kind of application that they are being used for. The setup addressed in this 
dissertation consists of a single absolute eddy current probe placed over a thick flawed 
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metal sheet The eddy current probe acts as both the transmitter and receiver. The 
thickness of the metal sheet is assumed to be large enough so that for practical purposes, 
the metal may be modeled as an infinite conducting half space. The inhomogeneities are 
described as any anomaly in the electrical conductivity, magnetic permeability or 
permittivity within the half space; however, the conductivity anomaly is of greatest interest 
since flaws are typically of this nature. As far as the direct modeling of the eddy current 
response is concerned in this dissertation, eddy current probes of arbitrary geometries are 
considered. The inverse methods developed here have, however, focused on two kinds of 
probes, viz., (i) a uniform field eddy current probe and (ii) an eddy current probe array that 
can be modeled a spatially periodic current sheet. Results from these two kinds of probes 
will provide insight into the development of inverse methods for the conventional coil 
probes. 
The first steps in the direction of theoretical eddy current modeling were taken by 
Burrows [3] and Dodd and Deeds [4]. Burrows used the static form of Maxwell's 
equations to develop flaw scattering equations valid in die low frequency regime. 
Analytical expressions for the impedance change in circular coil probes placed over layered 
metal sheets and inside cylindrical tubes were developed in [4-6]. These expressions 
continue to be very useful to eddy current investigations, in the context of probe calibration 
and the characterization of metal dads. 
Since eddy currents are diffusive, the eddy current probes are most sensitive to flaws 
which break the surface or lie close to the metal surface. The theoretical modeling of the 
eddy current response from surface-breaking cracks have hence been of substantial interest 
to the NDE community. Kahn et al. [7] first presented analytical expressions for the 
impedance change due to 2D surface-breaking cracks at high frequencies (cracks 
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approximately four times the skin depth) by considering the effects of the comer and tip of 
the crack separately. This work was later extended in [8,9] to 2D cracks for all 
frequencies. 
In a parallel development, studies of the low and high frequency responses from 2D 
as well as 3D cracks for uniform and periodic fields were carried out at Stanford 
University. Most of this work has been summarized in review papers by Auld et al. [10-
12]. The low frequency asymptotics are developed using analogies of the eddy current 
behavior with hydrodynamics and the equivalent dipole scattering models of Burrows [ 1]. 
At high frequencies, the impedance change due to 2D cracks were obtained using a lumped 
circuit model while the unfolding technique of Dover et al. [13] was used to obtain 
asymptotic solutions for 3D cracks. Nonuniform fields are considered by decomposing 
them into their spatial Fourier components and using the periodic field results to analyze 
each individual Fourier component. These results have been verified subsequently by 
experiment using uniform field and air-core coil eddy current probes, with 2i known flaw 
model as the calibration specimen [14-16]. The asymptotics have been used to develop 
simple look-up charts, whereby the crack parameters, viz., depth, length and crack opening 
may be extracted, given the impedance flaw signal. 
The introduction of the a.c. field method (A.C.F.M.) technique at University 
College, London [13,17-18] to size cracks in metal surfaces has also created additional 
interest in the analytical modeling of eddy current responses from cracks. In this "method, a 
uniform a.c. current is injected into the metal and the potential difference between two 
points in the metal is measured by means of a contacting probe. Two measurements are 
made, one which straddles the crack and one which doesnot. For a constant probe length 
between the contacts, the difference in potential between the two measurements is 
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proportional to the crack depth. Most of the theoretical techniques developed for the 
A.C.F.M. technique are therefore based on a uniform field excitation and use the 
divergence-ftee behavior of the electric field in the metal to express it in terms of scalar 
potentials. Conformai transformations are then used to solve for this scalar potential in 
terms of the crack parameters and the external field. Some of these results have been 
summarized by Collins et al. [19] and research related to the A.C.F.M. method is still in 
progress [20, 21]. 
All the afore-mentioned techniques for analytical eddy current modeling are restricted 
to either specific probe geometries (or external field distributions), flaw models, or 
thick/thin skin limits. Typical eddy current measurements use coil probes which produce 
nonuniform field distributions and use a multitude of frequencies to investigate the 
workpiece. The flaws in the workpiece are also not very simple in geometry. Analytical 
modeling which include all these features tend to be very complicated and resist formulation 
as simple analytical expressions. For a rigorous and general solution, one has to 
reformulate Maxwell's equations in integral form and satisfy boundary conditions at the 
air-metal interface and flaw surface. Alternately, the differential equations may be 
reformulated in variational form by an equivalent energy functional and the functional 
minimized by a set of trial functions. The latter forms the basis of the finite element 
technique to solving eddy current problems [22,23]. The finite element metiiod provides 
numerical solutions; however, valuable insight into the physical nature of the flaw response 
characteristics is lost. 
The integral equation method for solving the direct eddy current problem is chosen 
for study in this dissertation. There are two representative forms of the integral equations. 
The first form consists of a boundary integral representation and is particularly specialized 
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to characterizing surface cracks [24,25]. The second uses a volume integral formulation 
and relies on integrating the fields over the entire volume of the inhomogeneity. This 
method of solution was first proposed in geophysics [26-28], where eddy currents induced 
by an external current carrying coil were used to locate conductivity anomalies within the 
earth's crust. These modeling techniques have subsequently been applied to eddy current 
NDE [29-32] and the results have been verified with benchmark experimental tests. The 
volume integral form of the equations have also been reformulated as surface integrals by 
Beissner and implemented numerically [33-34]. 
In general, the integral equation approach does not place any restriction on the 
external current source configuration or the flaw geometry. The flaw is replaced by dipole 
scattering currents and modeled as an induced current source. Hence, the problem of an 
external current source above a metallic halfspace containing a material inhomogeneity 
(flaw) may be analyzed as a problem of two current sources, one which is buried inside a 
metallic halfspace and one which lies outside the halfspace. The electromagnetic fields 
everywhere in space are obtained, assuming that the two current sources are known, by 
using Maxwell's laws and matching air-metal interface boundary conditions. The 
electromagnetic fields are given by integrals of appropriate Green's functions over the 
external and induced current source. Since vector field equations are involved, the Green's 
functions are tensors. The advantage of the integral equation approach is that all the 
boundary conditions are built into the Green's functions and once the Green's functions are 
obtained, analytically or numerically, the fields for any specified current source, external or 
buried, may be computed by integrating the current sources over the Green's functions. 
Hence, one does not have to worry about satisfying boundary conditions after this stage. 
The difficulty, as expected, lies in constructing the Green's functions. The Green's 
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functions physically represent the fields induced at any point in coordinate space due to a 
current dipole located, either outside or inside the halfspace. The literature on the fields 
induced due to electric and magnetic dipoles is vast and the results have been summarized 
by Banos [35] and Wait [36]. These field expressions are generally used to construct the 
Green's functions for the volume integral method. 
The induced current source, which is used to represent the inhomogeneity, is a 
function of the material property variations and the electric and magnetic fields existing 
inside the inhomogeneity. Consequentiy, for a solution of the fields, one has to solve the 
coupled integral equation involving the electric and magnetic fields. In the general case, 
when the flaw varies in all three properties, namely, electrical conductivity, magnetic 
permeability and permittivity, the three components of the electric and magnetic field are 
coupled together. However, in the event tfiat the flaw varies in conductivity alone, the 
magnetic field components can be decoupled and the equations may be expressed in terms 
of the three components of the electric field alone. 
Among the many numerical methods available, the volume integral technique is 
widely-used for solving the integral equations. This technique consists of subdividing the 
inhomogeneity into finite volumes and replacing the fields everywhere within each volume 
by the field at the centroid. The coupled integral equations for the fields can hence be 
reexpressed in matrix form where the unknowns are the fields at the centroid of each finite 
volume subdividing the inhomogeneity and the known quantities on the right hand side are 
the fields in the absence of the inhomogeneity. The solution of this set of algebraic 
equations using standard subroutines for linear algebra will yield the fields inside the 
inhomogeneity. Once the fields inside the inhomogeneity have been computed, the fields 
everywhere in space may be computed by forward integration through the integral 
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equations. This technique has been successfully used for solving eddy current problems 
by the NDE and geophysical communities [27-34]. 
In this dissertation, we present a new formalism for deriving the volume integral 
equations used to model the eddy current behavior in conducting structures containing 
inhomogeneities. Maxwell's equations in their general form suggest that there are three 
independent field components. If the three components of the electric field are known, the 
three components of the magnetic field may be computed from the electric field and vice 
versa. For a homogeneous halfspace, when there are no free charges and the electric fields 
are divergence-free (V-E = 0), the three components are not independent and the 
electromagnetic fields everywhere may in fact be represented by two scalar variables. This 
was the primary idea behind the scalar decomposition technique suggested by Bowler [37] 
who defined the two independent components as the transverse electric and magnetic 
potentials. In the situation when the halfspace contains an inhomogeneity, the electric 
fields are no longer divergence-free (V-E 0) and the transverse scalar potentials cannot 
be applied. However, V-B = 0 (absence of magnetic monopoles) is still valid, even in the 
presence of the inhomogeneity. Since the divergence-free behavior of B is universal, it 
suggests that the electromagnetic fields inside and outside a halfspace, even when they 
contain an inhomogeneity, may still be written in terms of two scalar variables. The 
question then arises as to what the two appropriate scalar variables are which can be used to 
represent the electromagnetic fields everywhere in space. 
The above question forms the basis of the new formalism developed in the first paper 
in this dissertation for deriving the integral equations. It is shown that the appropriate 
scalar variables are the components of the cunent and magnetic field directed normal to the 
halfspace surface and that the tangential fields may be expressed in terms of these normal 
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components. This new formalism requires the development of new scalar Green's 
functions which arc appropriate for solving for the normal components of the fields in 
terms of the external and induced current sources. The reduction of the analysis from three 
to two components and the use of scalar Green's functions instead of the conventional 
tensor dyadic forms, enables us to derive easily certain limiting forms of the integral 
equations. The weak scattering (Bom) limit is presented as an example in the first paper. 
The integral equations, which were derived in the first part (paper) of the dissertation 
and were valid for all frequencies, may be simplified at low fijequencies by taking the 
appropriate limits in the integral equations. Solutions of these simplified integral equations 
will yield the low frequency asymptotics of the electric fields, and thereby, the impedance 
change. This limiting approach in the integral equations represents the rigorous way to 
solve for the asymptotics, in comparison with the techniques mentioned earlier [7-12, also 
see references in Part n of the dissertation], Consequentiy, we are able to treat arbitrary 
current sources and inhomogeneities in this manner. In the second part (paper) of the 
dissertation, we use this limiting approach to derive the low frequency asymptotics of the 
electric fields and the impedance change. The asymptotics are found to depend on the 
dimensionality of the current source configurations. Interestingly, it is also found that for 
certain geometries of the current source and the inhomogeneity, the low frequency 
asymptotics are given exactiy by the weak scattering limit (the Bom approximation). For 
the general case, we find that the asymptotics may be derived by removing the air-metal 
interface and solving the classical electrostatic problem of the inhomogeneity and its mirror 
image, buried in an infinite conductor, and immersed in an even-ordered, incident electric 
field. This map enables us to evaluate the first two terms in a low frequency expansion for 
the impedance change in a uniform field probe due to various kinds of inhomogeneities. 
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The study of the high frequency asymptotics from the integral equations is left for future 
study. 
The first two parts of this dissertation address the forward or direct eddy current 
problem, namely, given a particular kind of inhomogeneity, to compute the 
electromagnetic fields and the impedance change due to the inhomogeneity. In the third 
part of the dissertation, we address the inverse problem where we develop methods to 
deduce the characteristics of the inhomogeneity (size, shape, location, material properties, 
etc.) from the impedance change in the eddy current probe. This inverse problem is of 
most interest to the NDE community, since the impedance change due to defects 
(anomalies) are usually available through a multifrequency experiment. The ability to 
determine the flaw characteristics enables one to decide whether the suspect part should be 
removed from service. Traditionally, accept/reject criteria have been based on "catalogue" 
techniques, where the measured flaw response is compared with some known flaw model 
response. Quantitative methods for flaw characterization eliminate the need for the large 
number of models required to simulate flaws which commonly occur in practice and at the 
same time, remove the lack of generality created by such methods. 
Eddy current inverse methods, developed for NDE, have largely been based on two 
approaches: (1) inversion strategies based on look-up charts (2) least-square-minimization 
techniques. Look-up charts for inversion were first investigated in detail by Auld and his 
colleagues at Stanford [10-12] and were developed from the forward asymptotic 
expansions mentioned earlier. Since eddy currents are mainly used to detect surface-
breaking cracks in NDE, the charts may be parametrized in terms of the crack length and 
depth. For a given measurement of the impedance change and a knowledge of the crack 
shape, these charts may be used to deduce the crack dimensions. Although this technique 
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is the simplest and quickest way to invert eddy cuirent data, the technique suffers from a 
lack of generality, requires substantial a priori knowledge, and requires the development 
of extensive look-up tables. 
In the least-squares-minimization approach to inversion, the integral equations, 
relating the material property variations and the impedance change, are converted to vector-
matrix form through the method of moments [38-40]. The inversion process is then 
completed by applying constrained linear and nonlinear least squares algorithms, contained 
in commercially available linear algebra packages, to these algebraic equations. In 
principle, the technique can handle arbitrary current sources and inhomogeneities. 
However, the larger the number of undetermined parameters, the worse is the conditioning 
of the matrix for the the inversion. In situations where the number of undetermined 
parameters are small and a certain amount of information about the conductivity structure is 
known a priori, the techniques have been quite successful in reconstructing conductivity 
profiles. This approach also requires an initial guess of the conductivity profile to carry out 
the least squares minimization and it has been remarked in [40] that a bad choice of the 
initial guess leads to the least-squares inversion algorithm getting stuck in a local minimum 
instead of the global minimum. 
The inversion strategy adopted in Part IE of this dissertation is termed the direct 
inversion approach. In this approach, we first set up the forward problem and then 
establish inversion algorithms to explicitly invert the kernels of the integral equations, 
describing the forward problem. In this way, considerable insight into the inversion 
process is obtained. Since an explicit inversion expression is written down, this approach 
also clearly indicates the features which cause the inversion to be ill-posed and therefore, 
provides a convenient means for implementing well-established regularization schemes to 
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handle die ill-posedness. The disadvantage of this approach is that explicit inverse 
expressions can be written down only for relatively simple kernels of the integral equation. 
Consequently, the technique can be used only for eddy current probes which have simple 
geometries (such as a uniform or spatially periodic current sheet). 
The impedance change in the eddy current probe is related nonlinearly to the 
conductivity variation. This nonlinearity arises from the fact that the electric fields 
everywhere in space are given by a coupled integral equation, involving the conductivity 
variation and the fîelds within the inhomogeneity. For the inversion strategy in Part III, we 
study the linearized form of the eddy current problem. This linearized form is obtained by 
replacing the electric fîelds inside the inhomogeneity with the unperturbed fields, or in other 
words, the Bom approximation. Consequendy, the inverse methods developed are good 
for reconstructing weak scatterers where the conductivity of the inhomogeneity is close to 
that of the host. 
For the general 3D inhomogeneity, when the driving eddy cuirent probe is a spatially 
periodic, time-harmonic current sheet, it is found that a coupled Fourier-Laplace transform 
has to be inverted in the frequency domain to recover the conductivity variation. 
Reformulation in the time domain enables us to decouple these transforms and to write 
down an explicit inversion procedure. For a ID conductivity variation (a layered 
halfspace), when the eddy current probe is a uniform, time-harmonic current sheet, it is 
found that a complex Laplace transform has to be inverted in the frequency domain and a 
real Laplace transform in the time domain. Numerical implementation of the ID inversion 
brings out certain features which remain exact in the inversion and are independent of the 
Bom approximation. These feaures enable us to estimate exactly the depth and 
conductivity of surface coatings from their reconstructed Bom profiles. 
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Explanation of Dissertation Format 
This dissertation is divided into three parts. The first two parts address the direct 
eddy current problem while the third part addresses the inverse problem for eddy currents. 
The three parts are based on papers that have been/are being submitted for publication to the 
Journal of Applied Physics and Inverse Problems. Following the three parts, a discussion 
highlighting the results obtained in this work is provided. This section is also used to 
sketch future extensions and results that can be derived from the eddy current modeling 
methods developed in this dissertation. A bibliography of the literature cited in the general 
introduction and conclusion sections of this dissertation is Uien listed. Parts I, H, and in of 
the dissertation are self-sufficient in that for each part, the the figures, tables and references 
listed in that part are numbered sequentially from 1. 
The author of this dissertation has been the major contributor to the three papers 
included in this dissertation, with guidance provided by Dr. James Rose. This work was 
done in association with the Center for NDE at Iowa State University. Copyright issues 
may be resolved witii the Center and the journals, where the material has been sent for 
publication. 
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PART L ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION (EDDY CURRENTS) IN A 
CONDUCTING HALFSPACE IN THE ABSENCE AND PRESENCE OF 
INHOMOGENEITIES - A NEW FORMALISM 
16 
ABSTRACT 
Two problems are studied. First, a new method is presented for calculating the 
electromagnetic field in two conjoined conducting halfspaces in the presence of current 
sources in either or both halfspaces. The method allows the two halfspaces to differ in the 
conductivity, permeability, and permittivity. The full Maxwell's equations are used; the 
quasistatic results may be derived as a particular limit The method is unique in that it 
depends only on the solution of two variables; the components of the magnetic field, B^, 
and the current, ] j, normal to the interface between the halfspaces. The second problem 
involves the determination of the fields induced by a current source in one halfspace with 
an arbitrary 3D inhomogeneity in the other. New, coupled integral equations for the fields 
are written down strictiy in terms of B^, ] and the external current source. The same 
formalism, used to generate the new integral equations, is also shown to yield the standard 
dyadic volume integral representations. Finally, it is shown that the formalism is a useful 
way of deriving various asymptotic results. The weak scattering limit (the Bom 
approximation) is derived as an example. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The detection and characterization of subsurface anomalies in conducting structures are 
important problems for both geophysics and nondestrucdve evaluation (NDE). Eddy 
currents, induced through an above-surface coil driven by a time-varying current, are used 
successfully for probing such anomalies by both the NDE and geophysical exploration 
communities [1,2]. The flow of eddy currents is influenced by the anomaly and this 
causes an alteration in the impedance of the coil. For geophysical problems, the anomaly 
generally takes the form of a localized variation in the conductivity of the earth. In NDE, 
typical applications involve the detection and characterization of cracks and inclusions, as 
well as, the evaluation of material properties. Consequently, the study of the alteration of 
the electromagnetic field and the impedance changes induced by various anomalies is of 
considerable interest to researchers in these fields. In NDE one typically refers to these 
techniques as eddy current methods, while the geophysical community refers to them as 
electromagnetic induction methods. Varentsov [3] and Hohmann [4] review the state-of-
the-art and discuss die different methods for modeling 3D inhomogeneities. 
The integral equation approach, as first developed in Ref. [5-7], continues to be 
popular in studying the induced field responses from the inhomogeneity. In this approach, 
the inhomogeneity is replaced by equivalent point dipole scattering currents. The 
popularity arises from the fact that the induced fields can now be computed by surface or 
volume integrations over the anomalous region alone. This reduces the time and memory 
requirements for computational purposes. Numerical implementation of these equations to 
study the induced field distributions from local conductivity anomalies in layered earth 
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models can be found in Ref. [8-10]. Applications of 3D modeling to eddy current flaw 
detection in NDE can be found in Ref. [11-16]. 
In this paper, we present a new formalism for computing the electric and magnetic 
fields induced by the presence of an inhomogeneity. Here and below, it will be assumed 
that the materials respond linearly to the ^plied electric and magnetic fields. As in 
previous work, we replace the inhomogeneity by an equivalent current source. This 
equivalent current source is then acted on by the appropriate Green's functions to give a set 
of integral equations whose solutions determine the fields. The scalar decomposition of the 
problem is the principal new element in our formalism. 
Logically, our approach divides into two pieces. First, we give a method for solving 
for the electric and magnetic fields in two homogeneous conducting conjoined half spaces, 
assuming current sources exist in each halfspace. It is in this problem that the scalar 
decomposition proves valuable and tiiis is a major focus of this paper. Second, we show 
that the inhomogeneity can be modeled as an equivalent current source and and we use this 
fact to establish the relevant integral equations. This formulation for the integral equations 
seems particularly well suited for approximation, as we will discuss below. 
The use of scalar decomposition was suggested in a recent paper by Bowler [16], while 
solving for the fields in a conducting halfspace due to a current source in air above the 
halfspace. This problem was solved in the quasistatic limit by reduction to independent 
ordinary differential equations for the transverse electric and transverse magnetic potentials. 
Our work generalizes Bowler's in several ways. First, current sources are allowed in both 
halfspaces. Second, the two halfspaces have arbitrary constant conductivities, magnetic 
permeabilities and dielectric constants. Finally, the complete Maxwell's equations are 
solved; we do not make the quasistatic approximation. Technically, our approach, also. 
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differs somewhat from [16]. In contrast to Bowler's potential approach, our two scalar 
variables are the components of the magnetic field and current normal to the interface. 
The advantages of the new formalism are as follows. First, in the case that the two 
half spaces are homogeneous (i.e., no anomaly), the calculation of the fields reduces to the 
solution of two independent ordinary differential equations for the normal components of 
the current and the magnetic field. Solutions for these components are given as integrals 
over the current sources. Second, for 3D inhomogeneities, the complicated dyadic kernel 
relating the fields to the fields within the inhomogeneity [5-7] can be reexpressed in terms 
of the scalar kernels of the above integrals. This proves to be particularly suitable for the 
evaluation of the equations in two limiting cases: (1) low frequency asymptotics and (2) 
weak scattering asymptotics. The weak scattering asymptotics will be discussed as an 
example in this paper, the low frequency asymptotics will be the subject of another paper. 
The inhomogeneity is treated in a general sense in that it can be any anomaly in the 
conductivity, magnetic permeability or the dielectric constant. The results presented are 
those for an arbitrary 3D inhomogeneity in a homogeneous conducting halfspace; however, 
they can easily be generalized to the case of an inhomogeneity in a multilayered medium. 
Section n contains the basic structure for the formalism. Specifically, linear, second-
order, ordinary-differential equations for the normal components of the current and 
magnetic field are derived. In the case that there is no inhomogeneity, these differential 
equations are uncoupled but become coupled if an inhomogeneity is present However, the 
coupling can be expressed entirely in terms of an equivalent current source representing the 
inhomogeneity and can consequentiy be treated straightforwardly. Specification of the 
fields and their normal derivatives at the media interface will hence provide complete 
solutions for the field distribution everywhere. These boundary conditions for the normal 
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fîeld components aie derived from the continuity requirements for the electric and magnetic 
fields at the interface. To map the entire field distribution, the tangential components need 
to be expressed in terms of the normal components. These are also given in this section. 
In Section m, we solve the differential equations developed in Section n and write down 
solutions for the normal components as integrals over the current sources. If the current 
sources are known, these solutions together with the expressions relating the tangential to 
the normal components may be used to reconstruct the entire fîeld distribution. The kernels 
of these integrals correspond to the scalar Green's functions for the Hertzian potentials. 
The scalar Green's functions are generally expressed as one-dimensional axisymmetric 
integrals. Section IV deals with the special case of a nonmagnetic but good conductor in 
air, when the quasistatic approximation may be made. For such a situation, closed-form 
expressions for the scalar Green's functions described in Section m are written down. In 
Section V, we consider the situation when the buried current source is used to represent a 
3D inhomogeneity. The scattered fields everywhere are now given by a dyadic product 
involving the material property variations and the fields within the inhomogeneity. Using 
the results from Sec. m, we can alternately reexpress this dyadic product in terms of two 
variables, the normal components of the current and the magnetic field. When the 
inhomogeneity consists of an anomaly in conductivity, the dyadic product involves only the 
conductivity variation and the electric fields within the inhomogeneity. The dyadic kernel 
may be. expressed in terms of the scalar Green's functions, discussed in Sections III and 
rv. The nine dyadic components of the kernel for the electric field within the halfspace are 
listed in the Appendix. Finally, in Section VI, we use a Bom-Neumann expansion of the 
electric and magnetic fields to derive the impedance change in the eddy current probe for a 
weak scattering inhomogeneity. We only keep the first term in the expansion. This first 
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terni is traditionally called the Bom ^proximation and is expected to be valid when the 
material properties within the inhomogeneity are close to that of the host As a practical 
problem of interest, we study the example of a circular current loop over a metallic 
halfspace containing a cylindrical inclusion. The Bom solutions are used to compute the 
change in impedance in the loop caused by the presence of the inclusion. Plots of these 
impedance changes with frequency are given and may be useful for probe calibration. 
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n. FORMULATION OF BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM 
In this section, we set up the basic groundwork for the formalism. We derive 
differential equations for the normal components of the current and magnetic field in terms 
of the current sources in the two halfspaces. The boundary conditions satisfied by these 
components and their normal derivatives are written down. Together with the differential 
equations, they represent the boundary-value problem. Finally, the tangential components 
of the current and magnetic field are expressed in terms of the normal components. 
Solution of the boundary-value problem therefore enables us to express the fields 
everywhere in terms of the current sources. 
Consider the problem illustrated in Figure 1. Regions Qj and O2 denote two 
conjoined conducting halfspaces which contain arbitrary 3D current sources, and 
respectively. The current sources are excited harmonically (e'^®^ dependence) and 
induce eddy currents in the two regions. The electrical conductivity, magnetic 
permeability, and the permittivity in region Qj are denoted as a^, M-j, and e^, respectively. 
Similarly, 02, |i2' ^2 to the conductivity, permeability and permittivity in region 
A2 We assume that the materials considered are linear and isotropic. The current sources 
are assumed to have no contact with the O2-A2 interface at z=0 and are confined to have 
finite sizes and to be at finite distances from each other. The radiation condition then 
implies that the fields at infinity consist only of outgoing waves. 
Figure 1: Representation of two conjoined conducting halfspaces containing current 
sources 
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Since it is assumed that B and D are linearly related to H and E, we write 
Bi = jiiHi (2.4) 
B2 — ^2^2 (2.5) 
Dj = (2.6) 
0% = £2 E2. (2.7) 
Taking the curl of Eq. (2.2) and using Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3), we get 
(V^ + ico|iiai+ 0)^161) Bi = -|ii V xj^^^ ,z>0 (2.8) 
(V^ +1(0^202 + 0)^11262) B2 = -\i2 V X J , z < 0 (2.9) 
V 81= 0 
V • B2 = 0 
V X Bj = Hi (/^^ + CTjEi - icoDj) 
V X B2 = H2 (J^^^ + O2E2 - i(oD2) 
V X Ej = itoBj 
V X E, = itoB2 
We use superscripts, instead of subscripts, on J to avoid confusion with the Bessel 
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functions that are used in later sections. Denote = (iœ^iai + and k| = (icop-zoi 
+ 6)^^262). Taking normal (z) components of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9), we have the scalar 
equations 
(V^ + kj?) B^j = -Hj z • V X J , for j=l,2. (2.10) 
To get equations for the normal currents, take the curls of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9). We then 
have 
(V^ + k\) [J + (ai-icoei) El] = -V X V X J z > 0 (2.11) 
(V^ + k|) [J + (02-10)82) E2] = -V X V X J z < 0 . (2.12) 
Denote + (Oj - ito^) Ej = sum of the external, conduction and displacement 
currents. Taking normal (z) components of Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), we have 
(V^ + l(^)]q=-z VxVxJ^) ,forj=l,2. (2.13) 
Eqs. (2.10) and (2.13) represent the differential equations for the scalar variables, B^j and 
3zj. These equations are of second-order and require specification of their values and their 
normal derivatives at the boundary for a solution in terms of 
We use the standard continuity conditions on the electric and magnetic fields to derive 
the boundary conditions satisfied by B^j and ] and their normal derivatives. At z=0, the 
standard continuity equations are 
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Bi 'Z =82 z  (2.14)  
X z = ^ B2 X z (2.15) 
n 
] i  z  =]% z  (2 .16)  
Ejxz  =E2XZ (2.17)  
We rewrite Eq. (2.15) as 
z X (Bj x z) = [z X (B2 X z)]. (2.18) 
Since Eq. (2.15) and therefore Eq. (2.18) is valid for all values of x and y at z=0, we can 
take tangential derivatives and still maintain equality. Hence, it follows that 
V • [ z x (Bi x z)] = V [z X (B2 X z)]. (2.19) 
Using vector identities and V B = 0 in Eq. (2.19) yields 
M'l 
dz  1I2  dz  
Using a similar procedure, we can also show that 
(2.20) 
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^zl <^1 ~ itogj 9)z2 
3z  ~  02-10)62 dz  (2.21) 
assuming that = 0 at z = 0, Eqs. (2.14), (2,16), (2.20), and (2.21) along 
with the radiation conditions at infinity represent the boundary conditions for the variables 
Bzj ^^3zy 
The boundary value problem may hence be summarized as follows: 
(V^ + kj?) B^j = -M-j z • V X , for j=l,2 (2.22) 
(V^+ k?) = - z -V X V X J , for j=l,2 (2.23) 
where at z = 0, 
Bji = 8^2 (2.24) 
3zl - ]z2 (2.26) 
and at z = ±oo, 
Bzj ^ 0, ^ 0, , for j=l,2. (2.28) 
The boundary conditions are specified at a particular value of z and only depend on the 
normal coordinate, z. Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) can therefore be written as second-order 
ordinary differential equations in z and solved. We see from Eq. (2.22)-(2.28) that these 
solutions for the normal components, B^j and ] g, will be expressed in terms of the current 
sources, and It is interesting to note that the two components are not coupled 
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in any form in the boundary conditions. Consequently, solutions for 3 g may be derived 
independent of the solutions for This feature is also true of the scalar potential 
approach of Bowler [16]. 
The tangential components of the current and magnetic field need to be expressed in 
terms of B^ and to complete the calculation of the field distribution. Expressions for 
these tangential components are now derived. We note from Eq. (2.1) that 
aB^j 8Byj 9Bzj (2.29) 
Taking z-components of Eq. (2.2), we have 
= (2.30) 
From Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30), we can express the tangential components as 
VfBy = V dydz  
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
where Vf denotes the transverse Laplacian operator. 
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These can be rewritten with subscript t denoting tangential components as 
d B  
= forj=l,2. (2.33) 
Similarly, we can show that the tangential currents can be recovered from 
V? Jtj = -^ ( V X B,j z) - Vj ^  for j=l,2. (2.34) 
Therefore, we see from Eqs. (2.33) and (2.34) that the tangential components of the 
current and the magnetic field can be obtained by inverting the transverse Laplacian 
operator over the derivatives of B^j and ] Eqs. (2.33) and (2.34) generally admit 
homogeneous solutions of the 2D Laplace's equation, in addition to the particular integrals 
obtained by inverting the transverse Laplacian operator. But, from radiation conditions at 
x,y = ±oo, we see that these homogeneous solutions must be zero. Since solutions of the 
normal components are in the form of integral representations in Fourier space (as will be 
seen in the next section), the inversion of the transverse Laplacian operator in Fourier space 
simply translates to a division by the Fourier space variables. Hence, from Eqs. (2.33) and 
(2.34), we see that the entire field distribution in regions Qj and Q2 can be mapped out in 
terms of the scalar variables, B^j and ") ^j. These two variables can be computed in terms of 
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the cunent sources through the boundary-value problem represented by Eqs. (2.22)-
(2.28). 
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m. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS FOR THE FIELDS DUE TO CURRENT 
SOURCES IN TWO CONJOINED CONDUCTING HALFSPACES 
In this section, we present integral representations for solving for the fields in two 
homogeneous conjoined conducting halfspaces, if current sources exist in each halfspace. 
To get the expressions, we first solve the boundary-value problem discussed in Section HI 
for the normal components of the current and magnetic field. Solutions for the normal 
components may be written as integrals of scalar Green's functions over the current 
sources in the two regions. Once the normal components are computed, the tangential 
components may be computed from the expressions derived in Section H, relating them to 
the normal components. 
To solve the boundary value problem represented by Eqs. (2.22)-(2.28), we note that 
the boundary conditions specified only depend on the coordinate, z. We can therefore 
compute B^j and J by taking 2D Fourier transforms of Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) and then 
solving the resulting second-order ordinary differential equations. Define 
Here, we use the tilda symbol to differentiate variables in Fourier space fixjm those in xy 









2 ,.2 _2 _2 
—J+Pj Bgj — P j  (p, ,  Py, z) ,j—1,2 
y 
5zj = Q j (Px, Py. z) , j=l,2 
|3f=kf-p: -p^ 
-«» oo ^ 
p j (Px» py. z) = [  I  -^ijZ - V xj^^e''''*dxdy 
- OO oo 
Qj(Px.Py.z) = j j -z • VXVXe'**'*dxdy. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The boundary conditions, as given by Eqs. (2.24)-(2.28), follow identically in Fourier 
space as 
®zi - BZ2 
9Bz2 
dz  dz  
3zl = 5z2 
aîz2 
"ar=Y-ar  
^d at z = ±oo, 






Equations (3.3) and (3.4) admit the two complementary homogeneous solutions, e^^PjZ. 
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If we choose Im(Pj) > 0, then the radiation boundary conditions described by Eq. (3.9) 
imply that only one of these solutions can exist in regions ^2^ or A2 The complementary 
homogeneous solutions can be multiplied by arbitrary constants; these constants are 
determined from the boundary conditions at z=0 described by Eqs. (3.5)-(3.8). The 
conoibution &om the inhomogeneous part of the equations, represented by P(p,z) and 
Q(p,z), appears as a particular integral over the ID Green's function in the solutions. 
It is then seen that the solutions of take the form 






The solutions fbr]q are identical except that Pj must be replaced by Qj and v by y. To get 
back to xy space from Fourier space, we take 2D inverse Fourier transforms of B^j and 
with respect to p^ and py. The convolution theorem for multidimensional Fourier 
transforms is then used to rewrite the integrals over p^ and Py as integrals over x and y. 
We then see that the solutions for B^j and J take the form 
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Bjj (x) = -|ii (z • V X G ij (x;x') d^x' 
- ^2 f (z • V' X J®) G 2i (x;x') dV (3.12) 
•'«2 
]z jW = - j  (z • V 'xV'xy^^)G' i j (x ;xOdV 
•'Q, 
- f (z • V X V x G 2i (x;x') d\' for j=l,2. (3.13) 
•'"2 
Here J dV denotes j* J* dx'dy'dz' and J d^x' denotes J J* dx'dy'dz'. 
Ujj here represents the current source current Green's functions and Gy the current source 
magnetic field Green's functions. In Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13), we can shift operators around 
so that they operate on G-j and G^ instead of jW. Making use of the assumption that jG) 
= 0 at z=0, we have 
Bzj (x) = -Hi • [V X z Gij (x;x')] d^x' 
- |X2 f • [V X z Gjj (x;x')] d^x' (3.14) 
3zj (*) = -[ X V X z G'lj (x;x')] d\' 
- f • [V X V X z Goj (x;x')] d\' for j= 1,2 (3.15) 
•'"2 
// // 
G jj and G2j are given by integrals over Fourier space variables p^ and py. The first 
subscript over G denotes the location of the current source over which it is integrated and 
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the second the region where the fields are computed. The integrals being axisymmetric, we 
can rewrite them as integrals over a single variable, in the form 
Gn (*;»') =  - k i ^  2^ { vfc+pî '"''}<»• 
(3.16) 
G;.(x;X') = ^ J/Jo(PW (3.17) 
oL to')=è r*-
(3.19) 
Here, Jq (pX) refer to Bessel functions of the zeroth order where = (x-xO^ + (y-yO^-
Pj under the new transformation is related to kj and A, by Expressions for the 
current source current Green's functions (Gjj and Ggj) are identical to those for the current 
n ff  
source magnetic field Green's functions (G ^  and G^), when v is replaced by y. 
A physical understanding of these Gy's can be obtained if we consider the current 
source as a dipole distribution. The Gjj's are found to correspond to the electric type 
Hertzian potentials for horizontal and vertical dipoles. Consequentiy, they satisfy the 
differential equations 
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(V ^ + kj) g'ii (x ; xO = 5(x - xO 
(V'2  +  k5)G2i(x;x ' )  =  0  
(V'^ + k?)G'i2(x;x') = 0 
(V ^ + kl) G 22 (* ; *') = -5(x - x') 
; z.z'>0. (3.20) 
; z >0, z'<0 (3.21) 
; z' > 0, z < 0 (3.22) 
; z, z' < 0. (3.23) 
The differential equations satisfied by the current source current Green's functions are 
identical to those satisfied by current source magnetic Green's functions; the differences 
arise from the differences in the boundary conditions at the interface. Analytical 
expressions for the dipole Hertzian potentials are derived by BaHos [17]. It is seen 
instead of the treatment presented here, the Green's functions can alternately be constructed 
fix>m these expressions for the potentials. The total electric and magnetic fields for a 
prescribed current distribution is then obtained by superposition of the weighted form of 
these expressions for the potentials due to the horizontal and vertical dipoles. 
From Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), we see that only the tangential currents affect the normal 
magnetic field component This is expected since a vertical electric dipole does not induce a 
normal magnetic field. Eq, (3.15), for the example of an arbitrary current coil distribution 
over a homogeneous conducting halfspace and when V = 0, can be reduced to 
We see that only the normal currents contribute to the normal electric field. This is intuitive 
since a tangential current source distribution over a homogeneous conducting halfspace will 
only induce tangential currents inside and outside the halfspace. In the next section, we 
Mlj^=o=f  Ji" M g'u (x;xO d (3.24) 
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discuss the evaluation of the cunent source current and magnetic Green's functions (G-j 
t f  
and G|j). It is shown that in the quasistatic approximation, when displacement currents 
/ // 
may be neglected, closed-foim expressions for G^ and Gjj may be written down. 
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IV. CLOSED FORM EXPRESSIONS IN THE QUASISTATIC APPROXIMATION 
The quasistadc approximation consists of neglecting displacement currents in the two 
media. Typically, in most investigations, one medium is a good conductor (Region Q2 
Figure 1) while the other is freespace (Region Ûj). In region ^^2» Ae displacement 
currents for the typical range of frequencies used in experiment are considerably smaller 
than the conduction currents (coe « o) and may be neglected. Further, in near-field 
measurements when the distances of the external and induced current sources are much 
smaller than the freespace wavelength, it is found that the displacement currents in region 
Qj may also be neglected [17,18]. Eddy current measurements are generally conducted in 
the near-field since the fields decay exponentially within the metal. The magnitude of the 
flaw signal response is greatly affected by the distance between the receiver and the flaw. 
Consider the situation where Figure 1 represents a conducting halfspace in air, the 
halfspace being a good conductor. We assume that the magnetic permeability of the two 
media are given by the freespace value, pg. In the quasistatic approximation, 7= kj = 0 
and kl = i(i)|iQG2- Eqs. (3.16)-(3.19) for the current source magnetic field Green's 




G2i  =  Y( |z ' | , z ,p)  
Gi2 = -Y(|z|,z', p) 
- Y(0, z + z', p) (4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
G22 = -^^d + +Y( |z  +  z ' | ,0 ,p)  47CRi 4JCR2 (4.4) 
where R'î = p''+ | z + z' | ^, R^ = p^ + |z-z'|^. 
Y(a, b, p) represents the integral 
1 C"° s 
Y(a ,b ,p)=^J  Jo(pWX d k ,  Re(X.2-k^)^>0.  
. '12 
(4.5) 
This integral has been evaluated to closed form by Banos [17, Ch.4] and is shown to be 
Y(a, b, p) = 
27tk2 -S m = 0 




Fa^ gikjR f  a^  ,2!  aL '  
.aa^  R 
+ 
aa 
\m+l  _ 
- (2m+l)!  1,3 ,2  + K m = 0 
a 
da 
e^^  aL 
— + "31 (4.6) 
L(a, R) represents the Foster-Lien integral given as 
L(a,R)= I" ^^ Jo(Xp)dX = ^ Jo(u)H^o'^(v) (4.7) 
•'0 a^-kjr ^ 
where R = (p^ + a^)^^ ; u =-^ (R - a) ; v = ~ (R + a). 
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In the particular case when b = 0, m = 0 is the only contributing term in the series 
expansion. Therefore, Y(a, 0, p) is given as 




3a r (4.8) 
Using Eq. (4.8) in Eq. (4.4) and noting that z, z' < 0, we can reexpress G22 as 
e^i , e^ yf [ e'^i 1 BL ,| ,| 
+  ^  + l 'Ri \  (4.9) 
Asymptotic expansions at low frequencies for Y(a, b, p) from Eq. (4.6) are given in [17]. 
The series expansion described by Eq. (4.6) is not very suitable for field calculations. In 
ft 
most cases, it will be simpler to use the integral representation of Gy as given by Eqs. 
(3.16) - (3.19). 
Eqs. (3.16) - (3.19), rewritten for the current source current Green's functions (G-j), 
are also seen to result in simple Green's function representations in the quasistatic 
approximation. Namely, it is found that 
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G21 =0 
Gi2 =  -— 2 27C 9|z | '  + k| 
^,2m+l g gik^R ^,2m 
(2m+l)! alzl R (2m)! - r ( l  z  I ,  R)  
V'^G'i2 = 0. 
'22 
_ 1 [ 1 






From Eqs. (4.11) and (4.13), we note that in the quasistatic approximation, current sources 
in one medium do not induce any normal currents in the other medium. For a current 
source above a homogeneous conducting halfspace, we therefore see from Eq. (2.26) that 
z=0. Hence is the Green's function for Laplace's equation satisfying 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. A similar reasoning explains the form of expression for 
'22-
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V. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS FOR A 3D INHOMOGENEITY IN A HALFSPACE 
Consider now the problem of an arbitrary 3D inhomogeneity in Region ^2» with an 
external current source in Region The differences in material properties of the 
inhomogeneity from the host are given by 5a(x) = a(x) - 03 > 5fi(x) = ^(x) - ^2 and 5e(x) 
= e(x) - 62, xe O2. 8a(x), ô^(x), 5e(x) are general functions; they need not be piecewise 
constants. This problem may be studied by replacing the inhomogeneity with an equivalent 
buried current source. Solutions for the field distribution in the presence of the 
inhomogeneity can then be derived from the solutions for the current sources in two 
conjoined conducting halfspaces, discussed earlier in Section HI. 
Two sets of integral equations are derived. First, we derive a new set of coupled 
integral equations strictly in terms of the current sources and ") ^ and B^. Then we show 
that the same formalism may be used to derive the standard dyadic representation of the 
integral equations. Finally, we reduce the equations in the case that the inhomogeneity 
varies only in its conductivity; a case of considerable interest in NDE and geophysics. 
To derive the equivalent current source representation for the inhomogeneity, we 
rewrite Eqs. (2.2b), (2.5) and (2.7) in Section II as 
V X H2 = C2E2 + 80E2 - iooDg 
®2 — (M'2 H2 




Eq. (5.1) can be reexpressed for B2 in the form of Eq. (2.2b), using Eqs. (5.2) and 
(5.3), with now representing the equivalent buried current source given by 
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(5.4) 
For a general inhomogeneity varying in conductivity, permeability, and permittivity 
from the host material, the electric and magnetic fields are coupled. However, since the 
tangential components can be expressed in terms of the normal components through Eqs. 
(2.33) and (2.34), we can reduce this to a set of coupled integral equations in only two 
variables, the normal components of the current and magnetic field. We first express the 
electric field, E^, and subsequently, from Eq. (5.4) in terms of ^ ^2 822. This 
is then substituted into Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) to give the set of integral equations 
involving ] ^ and alone. The resulting integral equations are of the form 
ZL 
r ^ ^ rT(:)i 




for i=  1,2  
A® is a 2 X 2 matrix; the elements of which are given by 
Âfî = • M 
Âg = • N 
Â2I = • M 






K® and L^) are vector functions of Gj; and Gjj and are given by 
K(') = - V X V X z Oii 
L^'> =  _H2V'xzG2i  
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
M and N are integro-differential operators and are functions of the material property 
differences. They are formally given as 
Eqs. (5.5)-(5.10) represent the simplest reduced form of the field components for 
solving the problem of a 3D inhomogeneity in a halfspace. It is seen that at a minimum, 
one has to solve for two independent field components, represented here by 3 z and 
This is understandable since the specification of the three magnetic field components enable 
us to determine the electric fields and vice versa ( assuming all material properties are 
known). Further, the fact that V-B = 0 (no magnetic monopoles) reduces the number of 
independent variables from three to two. Through Sees. 11 & EI and Eqs. (5.5)-(5.10), 
we see that the appropriate choice of the independent field variables are]^ and B^. It is 




current source distribution is tangential and the field distributions are spherically symmetric 
or axisymmetric. In such situations, 3 z ~ ^ and only needs to be solved from Eq. 
(5.5) to determine the fields everywhere. Eq, (5.5), though expressed in the simplest 
reducible representation in terms of two variables, may not be easy to implement 
numerically because of the complicated form of the matrix kernel, a(^\ 
We now show that the same general approach can be used to derive the standard dyadic 
form of the integral equations. The integral equations for the 3D inhomogeneity problem 
are given by Eqs. (3.14), (3.15), (2.33) and (2.34) with defined above by Eq. 
(5.4). We see that the integral equations may be expressed in the form 





+ f A '^\x;x') 
•'Vinho^og [B2(X') 
• d^x'. (5.11) 
](^)(x) and b(®){x) refer to the fields in the absence of the inhomogeneity. a(^)(x;x') 
is a dyadic tensor and can be expressed in terms of the Green's functions, Gjj and Gy. 
Typically, in NDE and geophysical exploration, the inhomogeneity consists of an 
anomaly in conductivity. The presence of the anomaly is generally registered as an 
impedance change in the exciting coil. It has been shown that this impedance change can 
be computed from the electric fields and the conductivity variation within the 
inhomogeneity. The region of interest for field calculation is therefore the halfspace 
denoted as Region ^2 For such a situation, we see that we can simplify Eq. (5.11) to an 
expression involving the electric fields alone. 
We note that the total currents inside the halfspace in the presence of the conductivity 
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anomaly, J 2» ^nd in the absence of the anomaly, can be written in terms of the electric 
fields as 
32 = (^2 + 8ct - iooej) Eg (5.12) 
=(o2-icoe2)ES®l (5.13) 
Eq. (3.15) can be rewritten for the electric field, E^, using the above-mentioned definition 
for as 
(02 + 5a - icoe2) = (cg - icoe2) E® 
- J (5a £2'V X V X z) G22 (x;x') d^x' (5.14) 
Using vector identities and the differential equation satisfied by G22 desribed by Eq. 
(3.24), we have 
Ezz = E,-V-) (G^ U - G'a L) 
2 J So (Gk U + G;^ IJ A' (5.15) 
From Eq. (3.19), G221 + and 6321. are given as 
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"221+= s £"*• zk 
I - = •^ 1/ Jo<PW ^ e''» I ^ '<0, = ^  
G22 I + + G221 - ~ ^22-
This equation relates the noimal electric field within the halfspace in the presence of the 
inhomogeneity to that in its absence and to the electric fields within the inhomogeneity. 
We now derive a similar expression for the tangential fields. We substitute So E2 for 
in Eqs. (3.14) and (3,15). Using these in Eq. (2.34), we obtain 
[(02 + 5a - icoEz) Etj] = (cg - icoej) Vf E{Ç 
+ d\' (5a Ej-V X V X i) 
-  V^(Vxz)  r  d^x ' (5aEz 'Vxz)G22 (5.19)  
•'"2 
This can be simplified using vector identities and Eq. (3.23) to 
vf Eb = V? e;? - J^CSo Ej-V-) (O^L-O^I j d\' 
2 
V, J (80 EB-v') (G22 U - G'j2 I. + G )^ d^x-





Eqs. (5.15) and (5.20) together represent the integral equations required for solving for the 
electric fields within the region containing the inhomogeneity. These integral equations can 
be reexpressed as 
r(x;x') is a 3 X 3 dyadic tensor, the components of which can be expressed in terms of the 
In the quasistadc approximation when displacement currents are neglected and when the 
permeabilities of the two halfspaces are equal, closed-form expressions for the Green's 
functions, Gy and G-, have been written down in Section IV. These results, substituted 
into Eqs. (5.15) and (5.20), will give us the integral equations for solving for the electric 
field in this limit. The quasistatic electric fields can hence be obtained from 
2^ = ^ 1" + • So E,(xO dV (5.21) 
' I  ' I  "  
scalars Ggg I +, G22 ' -» ^22* Th^se are listed in Appendix A. 
(5.22) 
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Eq = E'g + ^  ^  Ea I i I z+z-1 Jt,)| dV 
+ TtT f {<5<JE2-'>c - 5<J Eq} 
l°2 Ja^ 
Note that = 0 in the quasistatic approximation. Eqs. (5.22) and (5.23) can also be 
reexpressed in the form of Eq. (5.21), with 1(062 ~ quasistatic limits of r(x;x') are 
also listed in Appendix A. 
The integral equations, as given by Eq. (5.21), are identical to those described in [5-7] 
for computing the electric fields within a halfspace containing an arbitrary 3D conductivity 
anomaly. Volume integral techniques [5-9,13-15] have been developed to solve this 
equation numerically. In these methods, the inhomogeneity is subdivided into finite 
volumes and the fields inside each volume is approximated by a zeroth or first-order 
Taylor's series expansion about the centroid of the volume. Eq. (5.21) can be discretized 
to a matrix equation and solved. 
Numerically, for solving the problem of a conductivity anomaly in a halfspace, there 
may not be much advantage in expressing the dyadic tensor r(x;x') in terms of the scalars 
G221 +. G221 -, and G22 through our present formulation. However, the integral 
equations, in the form expressed by Eqs. (5.15), (5.20), (5.22) and (5.23), are suitable 
for evaluation of certain limiting situations. For example, in the situation when V'-6aE2 
= 0 (e.g., coil over a layered halfspace), Eqs. (5.15) and (5.20) reduce to the solution of 
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scalar integral equations for the tangential components in the quasistatic limit given by 
E22 from Eq. (5.16) is zero in the quasistatic limit and when V'-5oE2 = 0. We evaluate 
the integral equation representations of Eqs. (5.15) and (5.20) for two limiting cases (1) 
weak scatterers when the conductivity within the inhomogeneity is close to that of the host 
(2) low frequencies. We discuss the first limiting case in the next section; the low 
frequency asymptotics will be discussed in a subsequent publication. 
(5.24) 
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VI. SMALL VARIATIONS IN CONDUCTIVITY 
Trivial limits of theories often guide physical understanding. We again consider the 
problem, described in Section V, of an inhomogeneity buried in a conducting half space. 
Our basic assumption in this section is that the material properties of the inhomogeneity 
vary only slightly from the host values, i.e., So(x)/a2 «1,5e(x)/e2 «1, and 6p. (x)/|i2 
«1. Further, we assume that a coaxial cable feed line is used to drive the current source 
(probe) and the impedance across the feed line is the measured physical quantity. The 
impedance is generally the measured response function in eddy current nondestructive 
evaluation instead of the electric and magnetic fields. 
In this section, we first state the limiting result for the impedance change due to the 
inhomogeneity when the differences in material properties between the inhomogeneity and 
the host are small. This limiting result is obtained by replacing the fields in the presence of 
the inhomogeneity by those in its absence and is traditionally known as the Bom 
approximation. Next, we indicate steps to generate higher orders of the impedance; the 
orders referring to the variations in material properties in the halfspace. Finally, we present 
an example for the computation of the first and second order impedance changes due to a 
cylindrical inclusion in a metallic halfspace, excited by a circular current loop outside the 
halfspace. 
It has been shown in Refs. [19] and [20] that the change in probe impedance due to the 
inhomogeneity is given by 
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6Z = -^ f [(So - iœôe) - iœôn HyHf ] d^x' (6.1) 
r 
where 
E2, Hj - electric fields within the halfspace in the presence of the inhomogeneity 
electric fields within the halfspace in the absence of the inhomogeneity 
Virhomog ~ volume of inhomogeneity 
E2 and H2 may be computed by solving the integral equations represented by Eq. (5.5) 
while E^^ and are obtained by integrating the Green's functions, and G^g, over 
the external current source, as represented by Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15). It is relatively 
straightforward to compute E^^ and but the computation of E2 and H2 has to be 
performed numerically using methods such as volume integral techniques mentioned earlier 
in Sec. V and described in [5-9,13-15]. 
In the situation when the material property differences between the inhomogeneity and 
the host are small, we can use perturbation theory in Eq. (6.1) for E2 and to derive 
approximate values for the impedance change, 5Z. Particularly, if we only keep first-order 
terms in 5a, 5|x, and 5e, Eq. (6.1) reduces to 
8Z = -^ j [(Ôa - iœôe) eS®^-E - icoÔ^i H (6.2) 
I ^inhomog 
This is referred to as the Bom approximation for the impedance change, 5Z. It is seen that 
the first-order impedance change is explicitly given by integrating the fields in the absence 
of the inhomogeneity over the material property differences of the inhomogeneity. The 
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Bom approximation allows one to solve the impedance changes for a variety of inclusion 
types and coil configurations. It also enables one to define and study a weH-defined linear 
version of the eddy current inverse flaw characterization problem. 
To compute the second-order impedance change, we solve Eq. (5.5) by iteration, 
keeping only temis involving 80/02, ^^^2» 5e/e2 and neglecting higher orders. 
Explicitiy, this amounts to replacing Eg and Hg by and inside the integrals in 
Eq. (5.5). These first-order perturbations of the electric and magnetic fields are substituted 
in Eq. (6.1) to yield the second order impedance change. By repeating this process, we 
can compute additional higher orders of the impedance change. Below, we present an 
example for the computation of the impedance change in a circular current loop due to a 
cylindrical inclusion in a metallic half space. We assume that the inclusion only differs in 
conductivity from the surrounding metal and we also restrict the computations to the first 
two orders of the impedance change. 
We consider a cylindrical inclusion of length Ig' and a distance'd^' below the air-
metal interface, as shown in Figure 2. Both the regions are assumed to be nonmagnetic; 
Eddy currents are induced by driving an a.c. current, I, in a single turn coil, a distance'd' 
above the halfspace. The radii of the coil and the inclusion are denoted as rg' and 'r^' 
respectively. The conductivity within the inclusion is assumed constant and differs by an 
amount, Ao, from the conductivity of the halfspace. We assume that the inclusion is 
axisjmnmetric with the coil. To compute the first-order impedance change (the impedance 
change in the Bom approximation), we need to compute E^\ the electric field in the 
absence of the inclusion. Altiiough this result for a circular loop is well-known [20,21], 
we repeat the calculation in the context of the newly developed formalism 
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Figure 2: Representation of a circular current loop over a conducting halfspace containing a 
cylindrical inclusion 
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The current distribution, in cylindrical coordinates, is given by 
/*^ = l5(r-ro)ô(z-d)(t> (6.3) 
Since the normal (z) component of the electric fields are zero, the tangential components 
can be computed from Eqs. (2.34) and (3.14) as 
Vf = -V^ (V X z) f (j(*) • V X z) GÎ2(x;x') d^x' (6.4) 
Jn, 
» Gj2 is given by Eq. (4.3) in the quasistatic approximation as 
« 1 e"^' 
= "2? Jo ), + (x2_k|)'" ^ 
Making use of the identities 
(6.6) 
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we can rewrite Eq. (6.4) as 
where + Tq - 2iro cos(<|>-<|>'). (6.8) 
Using the azimuthal symmetry in the problem and interchanging orders of integration, we 
have 
Ei? = Iro(io)^ o) : -rr JiW (6.9) 
•'0 x + o}-)^y'^ 
This is the result previously reported by Dodd and Deeds [21] and Zaman et al. [20]. 
By substituting Eqs. (6.9) in Eq. (6.2), we can compute the first order Bom 
perturbations, [SZ]j.g, of the impedance change. After substitution and simplification, we 
obtain 




TO, r, V = . [XJo(Axe) Ji(W - Ji(Aic)] if 
yr-x-
= -^ { [Ji(Ajc)f - Jo(^c) } ifX^A,' 
aa,XMe,dc)=-^(e-^=-l) ; Ç = a^-k\)'^ + a'2-k\)''^ 
The first-order perturbation of the electric field, 5Ejj,2, can be obtained by replacing E2 
/Q\ by Eg inside the integral in Eq. (5.23). Since the unperturbed fields are in the (|) 
/A\ 
direction, we note that V So Eg =0. As expected, the first-order fields are also (j) 
directed. Substitution of the value of 6E(|,2 in Eq. (6.1) yields the second-order Bom 
perturbation of the impedance, [5Z]2.b- Expressions for 5E^2 [8Z]2_B are listed in 
Appendix B. When the inclusion is weak, these results for [ÔZJj.g and [5Z]2.b will 
describe the effects of the inclusion on the probe impedance exactly. For strong scatterers, 
they are expected to be valid at low frequencies. Consequently, these results will serve as 
useful guidelines for probe calibration in eddy current investigations. 
Figures 3-4 show plots for the first-order impedance change, [ÔZ]j_g, with frequency 
for a surface-breaking, cylindrical inclusion of radius = Srg. This is a fairly good 
approximation for a current loop over a layered halfspace and may be compared with 
known results. Using the results for the vector potential in [21] due to a delta-function coil 
over a layered halfspace, we can compute the impedance change caused by a layer through 
Eq. (6.1). It is seen that the impedance change due to a layer over a substratum is given by 
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SZ 
SîtAol-i [Ji(XTo)f e"^ k(l-e^'=) 
OA. iv^JiiXr 
, tq J S Jo [(Xr-A,i)(Xi—+ (A,+A,i)(Xi+X2)e^''] 
where X\ = (A,^ - ioDHoOi) and X\ = - ioopoCz) (6.11) 
Cj = conductivity of layer 
Gg = conductivity of substratum 
A<Y — (OJ CT2) 
Po = permeability of layer and substratum = fieespace permeability. 
lj. = depth of layer 
d = liftoff 
S=skindepth = ,Y^^ 
The low frequency and high frequency asymptotics of the impedance change can be 
computed by taking the appropriate limits in Eq. (6.11). These are given as 
6 Z | , F . ( ^ |  
where Fi(x) = | -Ttx + ~ [x^ K(y) + (1-x^) E(y)]l ; y = ^ 
^ ^ (1 + x^) 
(6.12) 
SZ 2 (1-i) highfreql 
f- 02) 
(6.13) 
where (x) = xy | K(y) - f 1 + -rrl E(y)l ; y = 
I I 2X^J J (1 + X 2)1/2 
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K(y) and E(y) are complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind defined as 
In Figure 3 we plot the logarithm of the magnitude of the impedance change in the Bom 
approximation ([5Z] j_g) due to the cylindrical inclusion against the logarithm of the 
dimensionless frequency. As a comparison, we also plot the low and high frequency 
asymptotics for a layer obtained exactly from Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13). At low frequencies, 
we see that the Bom values and the exact results for a layer compare well, for any 
conductivity of the layer. This seems to imply that the low frequency impedance change is 
given exacdy by the Bom approximation. We see that this feature is a consequence of the 
general low frequency asymptotics for buried 3D inhomogeneities in a halfspace, discussed 
in [22]. At high frequencies, the Bom results are comparable to the exact results when the 
conductivity of the layer is close to that of the host. This is expected since the Bom 
approximation is a first-order result If we substitute r^ = oo in Eq. (6.10) and compare the 
resulting expression to Eq. (6.12), it is seen that at high frequencies, the Bom results 
conductivity of layer and 02 = conductivity of halfspace. 
In Figure 4, we plot the phase of [5Z] j.g and compare it witii the phase of the layer 
impedance changes. It is seen that the phase is 0® at low frequencies ( the impedance 
change is purely resistive) and 135° at high frequencies. The impedance change due to the 
layer also indicates the same asymptotics as the phase calculated in the Bom approximation. 
It is interesting to see that there is a phase reversal of 180° at TQ / 5 =2. This phase 
differ from the exact results by a factor equal to where s 
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reversal location is dependent on the length, 1^, of the inclusion. From Eq. (6.10), we 
note that that this phase reversal occurs when the real part of the integrand changes sign. It 
might to be interesting to see if this phase reversal is observed in experiments and if the 
phase reversal location can be connected to the length of the inclusion. 
Figure 5 compares the Bom impedance changes due to surface-breaking cylindrical 
inclusions of different lengths, having a radius equal to the coil radius. The ratios of the 
magnitude of the impedance for an inclusion of length Ig and an infinitely deep inclusion is 
plotted against the frequency. As seen from the figure, there is very little difference in the 
impedance change between an inclusion of length Ig = rg and an infinitely deep inclusion, 
even at very low frequencies. It will therefore be fairly difficult to distinguish the two or 
any other inclusion with a length greater than the coil radius. This occurs because both the 
spatial and harmonic frequencies contribute to the exponential damping of the fields with 
depth. At low harmonic fi^equencies, the damping factor is essentially given by the spatial 
frequency. The graph seems to imply that there is very littie field strength beyond a 
distance 1^ = rg. From comparing the behavior of the l^ = 0. Irg and Ig = îq cases with 
frequency, we also note that the impedance change due to inclusions greater than the skin 
depth are comparable to infinitely deep inclusions. The probability of detection of the 
inclusion therefore appears to be governed by the length of the inclusion as well as the 
frequency of investigation. 
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rp gj [SZli. 
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layer (0^/02= 1.001) 
layer (0^/02= 2) 
Frequency (tq/S) 
Figure 3: Magnitude of impedance change vs frequency for a surface-breaking cylindrical 
inclusion of radius, r^ = Srg (l^/rg = 1, d/rg = 1) 
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Figure 4: Phase of impedance change vs frequency for a surface-breaking cylindrical 
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Figure 5: Effect of the length of surface-breaking cylindrical inclusions on the impedance 
change for different frequencies (r^/rg = 1, d/rg = 0.6) 
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m DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
A formalism has been presented for determining the electric and magnetic fields in two 
conjoined, uniform halfspaces given known, finite-sized, current sources. Linear 
constitutive behavior within the materials is assumed. The full Maxwell equations are used; 
no quasistatic approximation is introduced. The problem is formula^ in terms of two 
scalar variables: these arc the components of the current and magnetic field that are normal 
to the interface between the half-spaces. The problem is shown to reduce to the solution of 
two scalar, ordinary, uncoupled differential equations. 
The utility of the formalism is exhibited by examining the problem of finding the fields 
in the presence of an inhomogeneity embedded in a conducting half space; the current 
source lying in air above the halfspace. A new set of integral equations in terms of Bg and 
]zis developed. It is shown that the integral equations are equivalent to previously derived 
dyadic representations [5-7] when the inhomogeneity consists of an anomaly in 
conductivity. The set of integral equations couple together the normal current and the 
magnetic field components; this complicates the solution of the problem. 
Generally, in eddy current measurements in nondestructive evaluation, the impedance 
across the current probe is measured instead of the electric and magnetic fields. The 
impedance change due to the inhomogeneity may be derived from the fields in the presence 
and absence of the inhomogeneity and therefore involves the solution of the integral 
equations mentioned earlier. However, as a first appproximation, we assume that the fields 
in the presence of the inhomogeneity are given by those in its absence. This approximation 
linearizes the integral equations and is called the Bom approximation. It is expected to be 
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valid when the properties of the inhomogeneity are close to those of the host The 
impedance change, within the given restrictions, is therefore determined, as shown in Sees, 
n rV, from the solution of two uncoupled, scalar, ordinary differential equations. An 
example of the impedance change calculation, for a circular current loop above a metallic 
halfspace containing a cylindrical inclusion is provided. 
The simplicities offered by the Bom sqjproximation suggest a number of applications in 
the area of nondestructive evaluation. First, the Bom approximation can be used to define 
a linear inverse problem. The result is a generalization of the inverse Laplace transform and 
determines the properties of the inclusion from the measured fields [23,24]. Second, the 
Bom approximation allows one to evaluate the impedance strictly from quadratures. This 
significantly reduces the time needed for such evaluations. Consequently, this 
approximation may be quite useful in applications such as determining the probability of 
detecting a flaw in a specified part 
Future work will remove some of the apparent limits on the formalism. In particular, 
we expect that the assumptions of the cuirent source being finite and the inclusion being 
subsurface can be removed by appropriate limiting procedures. We will also be examining 
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X. APPENDIX A: DYADIC COMPONENTS FOR THE TENSOR GREEN'S 
FUNCTIONS 
The components of the dyadic tensor in Eq. (5.21) in Section V for a 3D conductivity 
anomaly in a halfspace are given as 
Txx = j —Y ( ^ ^ ) (G221 + - G221J - kf [Vf] ^ G22 I (10.1) 
I 3 x  d y  J  
r,y = {(i+k| [VF]-^ ) (G'22 L- G'22 IJ+k| [V?]"^ GM } (10.2) 
r'xz" (G221 + G221 _) dx'dz' 
^yx ~ ^xy 
(10.3) 
(10.4) 
Fyy = j (1 + kf [vf] b (G22 I + - G22 I -) - kf -~[Vt^] ^ G22 I- (10.5) 
I By' 3x' J 
âpâ/ (G22I+-G22IJ 
^zx = ~ gx'3z' ^^22 I + + G22 IJ 
^zy - ~ dy'dz' ^^22 I + + G22 IJ 
rzz=-
^3z' 





Integral representations for G22I +» G22I -> G22 are given by Eqs. (5.6), (5.7) and 
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(3.19). [V^*^ refers to the inverse of the transverse Laplacian. In Fourier space, this 
reduces to dividing the appropriate Green's function by -A,^. For example. 
Although [V?]" ^  G221 +, [^ G221 -, and [V^" ^  G22 may not exist at X = 0, since 
[V^'l is accompanied by second-order derivatives, the dyadic components in (A.1) to 
(A.9) are well defined. 
In the quasistatic approximation, when the displacement currents are neglected, closed-
form expressions for G221 +, G221 -, and G22 have been written down in Section IV. 
The quasistatic limits of the dyadic components are then given by 
t^xx^qs — 
e^'^i 1 BL) 3^ 
' + ^ ^ , 4-
ARi 1 aL 
47CR2 47tRi 271 dz' ) gg'2 ^ 27iRi 2% dz' 
(10.10) 
[rxJas=- 92 ( 1 aL dx'dy' l,47tR2 471R1 2K dz'. 
tr^zJqs- ax'az'(^47CR2 
'•^yxlqs == tr'xylqs 
4jcR, 
[FyylqS — /2 3y 





4JtR2 47cRi 271 dz' J gg'Z L 27cRi 2Jt dz' J 
(10.14) 
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LiyzJqs- ay'az' U7tR2 47iRi 
32 e^> 1 
Uzxiqs- ax'az'UîcRa 47CRi , 
92 
^^zyh- ay'az'UTIRz 47CRi 
[rjqs = -| Ylz +^2 





where L = L ( | z + z' 1, Rj) = -y Jo(ui) H^\vi) 
and uj = (Ri - | z + z' | ), Vj = -^ (Rj + | z + z' | ), 
R^i = (x-x')^ + (y-y')^ + I z+z' I r\ = (x-x')^ + (y-yO^ + I z-z' I ^ 
These quasistatic dyadic components are seen to be identical to those derived previously by 
Weidelt [6]. Note that Weidelt uses an e^*^^ dependence, in contrast with the e"^®'-
convention followed in this paper. Further, the coordinate system used by Weidelt has the 
z-axis directed into Region Q2 ^nd the sign convention for the Green's function is minus 
the sign convention of that used in this paper. In Eqs. (10.10) to (10.18), we can shift 
orders of differentiation from the coordinate system x to x, noting that 
a f e^2 
3z\47tR2 azi,47CR2 j 
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The derivatives with respect to x and y are similarly equal to minus the derivatives taken 
with respect to x' and y', respectively. 
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XI. APPENDIX B: SECOND-ORDER BORN APPROXIMATION FOR THE 
IMPEDANCE CHANGE DUE TO A CYLINDRICAL INHOMOGENETTY 
The first-order electric field, SE02> inside the halfspace containing a cylindrical 
inclusion, described in Section VI is given as 
5E^2 = -
gi(%., X', z) g^d, z) 2g2(X, W z) 
-I'd 
- k^)x+ix^- kj) 
.dA.dl' (11.1) 
where 
f (A,, X,', Tp) = f / JiCA/) JjCX-'rO dr' (see Eq. (6.10) for closed-form expression) 
Jo 
gi(%., X', z) = 
J-d 
fea, V. z) = 
J—d-
The second-order impedance change, [SZ]2.B. is given as 
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Kzk.  -.5 1 fV fdx-
02 •'® x^+a^^-kj) •'® A,'+a'^-2/ " /\. -rv/\. — 
xf a X', r,) r(x,x".re)Ha. X', r, aj 
,2 , 2\l/2 'f" " '"» 
f (X,X',rc) - see Eq. (6.10) for closed-form expression 
J€(X.X'.r,le.dc) = 
dc ^ g-(c+a)(dg+y _ g-(c+a)de ^ 
~ V C+â j 
2a J _ g-(bK;)d, I g-(b-a)dg 
I Wc J 
e-('x-a)(dc+lc) [•g-(c-a)(d^+g _ g-(c-a)d,j 
(b+-a)(c-a) 
[g-(c+a)(dç+Ç _ g-(c+a)dgj |-g-(bfa)(d^+lj) _ ^-Cb+aM^] 
X+a (c+a)(b+a) . 
a = Q?- k\)^^ ; b = iX'^ - ; c = (X"^ - k%)^^ 
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PART IL LOW FREQUENCY ASYMPTOTICS FOR EDDY CURRENTS 




The low finequency asymptotics of the electric field generated inside a conducting 
half space by electromagnetic induction are derived rigorously from the all-ûequency 
integral equations, presented in [1]. Both homogeneous half spaces and halfspaces 
containing anomalies in conductivity are considered. Besides assuming a time-harmonic 
excitation of the external current source and inhomogeneity, no other assumptions are made 
about the source or inhomogeneity. 
The low frequency dependence of the fields inside the halfspace are found to vary with 
the dimensionality of the current source configuration and the inhomogeneity. The terms in 
the low frequency expansion which are rigorously given by the quasistatic approximation 
are extracted. It is found that for the fields inside a halfspace containing an anomaly, these 
terms are given by a simplified Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. From this 
equation, it is observed that when the gradient of the conductivity variation is perpendicular 
to the unperturbed incident field, the low frequency asymptotics are exactly given by the 
Bom approximation. For the general case, the solution of this integral equation is identical 
to solving the classical boundary-value problem in electrostatics of the inhomogeneity and 
its image, buried in an infinite conductor, with an even-ordered, incident electric field. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The detection and characterization of anomalies in the conductivity of structures is 
important for nondestructive evaluation (NDE), geophysics and some medical applications. 
For example, it is important to detect inclusions, voids and surface-breaking cracks in load-
bearing structures, and to detect ore bodies within, the earth. One important inspection 
method (eddy currents) involves measuring changes in the electric and magnetic Held that 
have been induced by a time-varying current outside the specimen. Typically, an a.c. 
current is used to excite a primary coil. The resulting time-varying changes in the magnetic 
flux induce eddy currents in the specimen, which, in turn, change the impedance of a 
receiving coil. Consequentiy, there is a substantial need to understand the electric and 
magnetic fields generated by an external a.c. current source distribution in the presence of 
flawed and unflawed samples. 
In this paper, we focus on deriving, without approximation, the first few terms of an 
asymptotic low ftequency expansion for the electric fields induced by an external current 
distribution above a conducting halfspace that may contain an inhomogeneity (i.e., an 
anomaly in the conductivity). In particular, we find that the first several terms depend upon 
the solution of a relatively simple integral equation. This integral equation maps to the 
problem of determining the fields induced by isolated inhomogeneities in a full conducting 
space (an infinite conductor), with a specified incident electric field (current). For a 
homogeneous halfspace as well as for some inhomogeneities, the solution of the integral 
equation is trivial (it is rigorously given by the Bom approximation). In many other cases, 
the simplified equation can be solved analytically. Once the electric fields have been 
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computed, we obtain the quantity of primary interest for eddy current measurements, i.e., 
the first few terms in a low frequency asymptotic expansion of the flaw-induced impedance 
change. 
It is assumed that the halfspace is nonmagnetic and that its properties can be described 
by linear constitutive relations. We focus on a nonmagnetic, conducting halfspace because 
it is a good model for metal plates containing relatively small, near-surface defects as well 
as the homogeneous earth containing conductivity anomalies. The assumption of a 
nonmagnetic material substantially simplifies the problem since it permits us to deal with 
the electric fields alone. 
The low fiiequency asymptotics are of interest for a number of reasons. First, low 
frequency measurements are needed to penetrate any substantial distance into the sample, 
since the skin effect confines high frequency measurements to the surface region. Second, 
exact analytic solutions for the impedance change, as computed from the electric fields, 
may be obtained for a variety of defects, including surface-breaking, flat, elliptical cracks 
and ellipsoidal pits. Third, interesting trivial results are obtained for the first and second 
moments (with respect to depth) of the conductivity profile of layered solids. These results 
are useful for characterizing the thickness and conductivity of surface coatings and layers. 
Finally, the equations simplify dramatically in the low frequency limit, and an easily 
visualized picture of the eddy current problem emerges. 
Low frequency asymptotic expansions for the electromagnetic fields have received 
considerable attention in the past, beginning with expansions for electric and magnetic 
dipoles inside and above a conducting halfspace [2-4]. By considering the 3D 
inhomogeneity to be made up of dipole currents, integral equations for the electromagnetic 
fields were first derived in Refs. [5-7]. Hvozdara [8] utilizes these integral equations in the 
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stationary current approximation to write down the asymptotics for the lowest order of 
frequency in the electric field inside the halfspace. His work is valid for an incident, 
uniform plane wave (the magnetotelluric problem). However, Hvozdara has not obtained 
higher-order terms or considered nonuniform applied fields. Asymptotic expansions at 
long periods for transient electromagnetic fields have also been described by Lee [9] in the 
context of layered and 2D inhomogeneities. 
Several approximate methods have been used to estimate low frequency expansions for 
the flaw-induced impedance changes for NDE applications. Kincaid et al. [10] and Kincaid 
[11] used the static form of Maxwell's equations to derive the scattered electric field due to 
an ellipsoidal void in a metal, for a uniformly applied electric field (however, the effects of 
the air-metal interface were not specifically addressed). The resulting electric fields were 
then used to estimate the impedance change induced by a semi-elliptical, surface-breaking 
crack. The low frequency limit was also considered by Auld et al. [12], who derived 
estimates for flaw-induced impedance changes due to semicircular cracks based on an 
analogy with hydrodynamics. Results for specific flaw geometries and incident fields have 
also been estimated by approximating the field inside the flaw by the value of the primary 
(unperturbed) field at the flaw's centroid. The impedance changes were estimated by 
multiplying this value for the electric field by the flaw's volume. Burrows [13] used this 
approximation to estimate the impedance change due to a spherical cavity in a metal, given a 
uniform applied field. Hower and Rupe [14] and Yi and Li [15] compute impedance 
changes, using this approximation, for cylindrical and conical cavities, when the exciting 
current source is a circular loop. 
Our work differs from previous investigators in the following ways. First, we 
compute the low frequency asymptotics for flaws and sources of arbitrary geometry. 
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Second, our results are derived systematically by studying, without approximation, the low 
finequency limit of the integral equations for the electric field, written for all frequencies. 
The particular integral equation formulation used to derive the above-mentioned equations 
was described in a recent paper by the authors [1]. Third, we establish how the form of the 
asymptotic expansion depends on the dimensionality of the current source and the 
inhomogeneity. Fourth, we determine tho% terms in the expansions that are given 
rigorously within the quasistatic approximation. Rnally, we find the conditions that 
determine when the lowest-order expansion coefficients are given exactly by the weak 
scattering (Bom) approximation. For situations where the low frequency fields are not 
given by the Bom approximation, we present methods to derive analytical solutions for the 
scattered fields due to the inhomogeneity. 
This paper is roughly divided into two halves. In the first half (Sections H-IV), we set 
the stage and then derive the simplified low frequency integral equation that has been 
mentioned above. In the second half of the paper (Sections V & VI), we explore some of 
the consequences of the solutions of the integral equation. The problem is introduced in 
Section n, where, in addition, we review the general (all-firequency) integral equations, 
derived in [1], for the electric fields in terms of the external current source and the 
inhomogeneity. In Section m, we consider the electric fields inside a homogeneous 
halfspace and derive their low frequency asymptotics from the integral representations. We 
present results for 3D and ID current source configurations. These results are used in 
Section IV to derive the low frequency asymptotics of the electric field inside a halfspace 
containing an inhomogeneity. It is in this section that we present the simplified integral 
equation that is appropriate for determining the electric fields in the presence of the 
inhomogeneity. In the Appendix, we confirm our deductions in Sections HI and TV, with 
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specific examples of ciment sources and inhomogeneides. We describe the reduction of 
the integral equations to the classical boundaiy-value problem in electrostatics of a 
conducting body in an applied electric field in Section V. Hnally, we study the low 
ftequency behavior of the impedance change due to the inhomogeneity in Section VI. We 
examine situations when the low frequency impedance change may be computed trivially 
by the Bom approximation and situations where the above-described boundary-value 
problem has to be solved for computing the scattered fields and the impedance change. 
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n. PRELIMINARIES 
We introduce the problem and review the integral equations for the electric fields valid 
for all frequencies, as derived in [1]. The limiting low frequency form of diese integral 
equations yield the asymptotics for the electric field. First, we define our terminology. In 
Sec. nB, we present the integral equations for the electric field in the absence of the 
inhomogeneity as well as the integral representations of the Green's functions used to 
compute these fields in terms of the external current source. In Section EC, we present 
integral equations for the electric fields in the presence of the inhomogeneity. 
A. Introduction of the Problem 
Consider the problem, illustrated in Figure 1, of a nonmagnetic, conducting halfspace 
(Region Q2) i" ^ir (Region Qj). An arbitrary current source, J®*'(x), located in air and 
excited harmonically (e"^^ dependence), is used to induce eddy currents within the 
halfspace. We assume that there is no buildup or decay of charge within the current source 
so that V-J®*' = 0. The electrical conductivity of air is taken to be zero and its magnetic 
permeability and permittivity are denoted by liQ and ej, respectively. Similarly, the 
conductivity of the homogeneous halfspace is denoted as C2 and its magnetic permeability 
and permittivity are denoted as HQ and £2, respectively. The conducting halfspace is 
assumed to be isotropic and responds linearly to the applied electric and magnetic fields. 
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Region (air) 
Figure 1: Current source above a conducting halfspace containing an inhomogeneity 
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We consider three kinds of current configurations in this paper, viz., 3D, 2D, and ID 
current source configurations. A 3D current configuration varies spatially in all directions. 
On the other hand, a 2D current configuration is invariant spatially along any one transverse 
direction while a ID current configuration is invariant spatially in the transverse plane. 
These definitions, coupled with the fact that V-= 0, imply that 
J*'^(xO d^x' = 0 for a 3D current source. (2.1) I 
j* J Jy*'(x',z') dz' dx' < oo for a 2D current source directed along the 
transverse axis of invariance, the y-axis. (2.2a) 
J J J®**(x',z') dx' dz' = 0 for a 2D current source with currents in the (2.2b) 
xz plane. 
I dz' < oo for a ID current source with currents in the transverse Jo 
plane. (2.3a) 
J®*' = 0 for a ID current source. (2.3b) 
Examples of 3D, 2D, and ID current source configurations are those of a coil, an infinite 
cylindrical wire and a uniform infinite current sheet, respectively. We derive results for 3D 
and ID current source configurations in this section; the analysis for 2D current 
configurations may be carried out through methods similar to those employed for 3D 
current configurations. 
A problem of this nature was studied in [1]. Integral equations for the electric field 
inside the halfspace were derived through the principle of scalar decomposition. The 
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computation of the field distribution was reduced to the solution of a boundary-value 
problem for the normal components of the current and magnetic fields. The boundary-
value problem consisted of solving two linear ordinary-differential equations with 
boundary conditions specified at the interface, z=0, and at z=<». Solutions for the normal 
components were written down in terms of the external current source. Expressions for the 
tangential field components in terms of these normal components were also developed, thus 
enabling us to compute the entire field distribution everywhere in space in terms of the two 
normal components. 
homogeneous halfspace are given in terms of the external current source, J®*', through 
Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) in [1, Sec. HI] by 
Gj2 and Gj2 denote the current source current Green's function and the current source 
magnetic field Green's function, respectively, and are given by 
B. Current Source above a Homogeneous Conducting Halfspace 




°^ I  ^ [ Tfc'+pJ ®-® 
°î2=^ I *• (" prbr) ^ ®'" 
where 
Y= -7 ; p2 = (1^2 ~ ; P^i = (k^i - X,^); and 
kz 
k2 = 10)^002 +co^m^-
Jo(pX) - Bessel function of the first kind of order zero, = (x-x')^ + (y-y')^ 
Both Gj2 and G12 satisfy identical differential equations, written for 0^2 as 
(V^ +kj) 612 = 0 ,  z<0,z'>0 (2.8) 
(V'^ + kf)Gi2 = 0 z<0,z'>0 (2.9) 
For a 3D current configuration, G12 and G^j are given by Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7). In 
two dimensions, assuming invariance in the y-direction, we can integrate out the y' variable 
in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7). The two-dimensional Green's functions are therefore given by 
o'.j = i ( cos[Wx-x')] e".'- dX 




For a ID current source configuration, we can further integrate out the x' coordinate and 
hence obtain 
Gi2 ——- e-^" (2.12) 
ki (ki+ kg) 
i 
kj + kg î;2=-r-rr-e'''V^ (2.13) 
The same symbols, and Gjg, are also used.to denote the 2D and ID Green's 
functions. It will be clear from the context of the current configuration being discussed as 
to which Green's function is being addressed. 
The electric fields, are given in terms of the current, by 
= (02-10)62) (2.14) 
and the tangential currents may be derived from the normal components of the magnetic 
field and current by 
. V? J,'? = — V' (V X Bg i) - V, ^  (2.15) 
2 Here, Vj denotes the transverse Laplacian 
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(2.16) 
The inversion of the transverse Laplacian in Eq. (2.15) translates to a division in Fourier 
space by the Fourier space variables, as mentioned in [1]. Consequently, since the Green's 
functions are expressed as a one-dimensional integral over the Fourier-space radius vector, 
X, this inversion is relatively straightforward. Homogeneous solutions corresponding to 
the inversion of the transverse L^lacian must be zero in order to satisfy radiation boundary 
Using Eqs. (2.4)-(2.5) in Eqs. (2.14)-(2.15), we find that the electric fields within a 




Here, we have used the divergence-free behavior of the current source distribution, given 
as V • = 0. 
For a ID current source configuration, closed-form expressions for G J2 and G j2 for all 
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frequencies are available and are described by Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13). Substituting these 
into Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18), we find that the electric fields for all frequencies may be 
evaluated from 
The normal electric fields for a ID current source vanish since must be zero, if V-J®*' 
= 0 (there cannot be any source or sinks; hence the only possible ID current source is a 
current sheet, with currents tangential to the halfspace). 
C. Current Source above a Halfspace Containing an Inhomogeneity 
Consider now the problem described above of the external current source, J®*^(x), 
above a conducting halfspace; however, the conducting halfspace is not homogeneous but 
contains an inhomogeneity which differs only in conductivity frtjm the host material. This 
difference in conductivity is denoted by 5G(X) = A(x) - C2 and may vary spatially over the 
inhomogeneity. The integral equations for the normal and tangential components of the 




V V c 
V? Eg = vi e2' + ' ' f (V'-6oEj) (G a U - G'a IJ dV 0% —lUlEg jQj 
k^Ve 
f (5aEt2-VO (G'22 U - G'221 - + G'22) d\' JCL, (72-1(062 Qj
.3 klv? f 
+ ^ J^(v-aoEy (Q-L- G'^lJ dV 
-  „  F  5 G ( G ' 2 2 U  +  G ' 2 2 I J d\' (2.22) 02-10)62 jQj 
where 
= unperturbed electric field in the halfspace in the absence of the inhomogeneity. 
" I d^x' is 1 
Jai 
Note that our definition of | ' i  unusual since the integral constitutes a negative 
o
volume. 
G221 +» G221 and G22 are Green's functions given by 
1 i I I 
G221 - (x;x') = ^  A. JO(PX) ^ e'P: ^ DX = — (2.24) 
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where R j = p^ + | z+z' | ^ and R% = p^ 4- | z-z' | 
They satisfy 
(V2 + k|)G'22U = 0. 
(v2 + k|)G'22L = -5(x-xO, 
(V2 + k|)G22 = -5(x-x'), 
z,z'<0 (2.26) 
z,z '<0 (2.27) 
z, z' < 0. (2.28) 
For a two-dimensional problem, with the axis in the y-direction, the y' variable in the 
Green's functions, G22 and G22. may be integrated out. The two-dimensional Green's 
functions are given by 
» i i i /•** G22 = -T H!,'\K2RI) + - H{,^)(K2R2) + - [ -âTâ— COS[^(X-X')] D^ (2.29) 
4 4 KJo P1+P2 
G221 + = -^Ho'^kgRi) + - f . ^ cos[^(x-x')] dX (2.30) 
4 7C Jo YP2+P1 
G22l-=%Ho'\k2R2) (2.31) 
where - Hankel functions of the first kind and of order zero. 
For a one-dimensional problem, we can integrate out the x' and y' variables in the 





Note that G^g = -(G22I+ - G22I-) for a ID problem. The electric fields for a ID current 
source and a ID inhomogeneity may now be computed from 
k? 
Et2 = EÎ®2^ + —4 f Sa(z') Et2 (zO (G'22 U - G'221 _) dz' (2.35) 02 10)62 •'0 
For a numerical solution, iterative or volume integral techniques may be used to 
compute these fields. However, at low frequencies, in Section V, we see that we can 
reduce these equations to the solution of a single scalar variable. 
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m. LOW FREQUENCY ASYMPTOTICS FOR THE ELECTRIC FIELD INSIDE A 
HOMOGENEOUS CONDUCTING HALFSPACE 
We first evaluate the ûequency dependence of the primary (unperturbed) electric field in 
the absence of the anomaly. We focus our attention in this section on the lowest few orders 
of frequency and extract the nature of this frequency dependence for different current 
source configurations. It is seen that the lowest possible order of frequency in the electric 
field due to a 3D current source configuration varying spatially in all directions is of degree 
1. For a 2D current source configuration, this lowest order term behaves as the logarithm 
of the frequency while for a ID configuration, the lowest possible degree is 1/2. These 
results are used in the next section to derive integral equations for the low frequency electric 
fields in the presence of the anomaly. 
We can simplify the integral equations given by Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) in Section II 
for at low frequencies. In carrying out this simplification, we seek answers to the 
following questions: 
(i) What is the lowest order of frequency for the electric field within the halfspace due to 
various kinds of current configurations ? 
(ii) For what orders of frequency is the quasistatic approximation exact ? 
(iii) How does one obtain closed-form expressions of the Green's functions, Gj2 and 0^2, 
for those orders of frequency for which the quasistatic approximation is exact ? 
(iv) How does one describe the general low frequency behavior ? 
We first evaluate the asymptotics of the Green's functions, G^g and G12. for the three 
different current configurations. In order to evaluate the asymptotics of G j2 for a 3D 
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current source configuration, we split the interval of integration [0 to H in Eq. (2.7) into 
three parts, namely. 
We use techniques similar to those used by Kaufman snd Keller [3] for evaluating the low 
âequency asymptotics due to a vertical magnetic dipole above a homogeneous halfspace. 
and consider each range separately. In the ranges 0 to I k^l and I k|| to I , we expand 
the exponentials and the Bessel function in the integrand as a power series and evaluate the 
coefficient of the lowest order of frequency, based on the first term of this power series 
expansion. For the above two ranges, it is seen that the lowest order of frequency is equal 
to and that the quasistatic approximation is exact upto order of frequency 
In the third range, X expands indefinitely from I to Using a power series 
expansion in X. for Jg ( pX,) e"^(z -z) find that the lowest order of frequency in the 
range I k2l to is co® and its coefficient is given by the Lipschitz integral 
From the results over the other two ranges, we also note that this is the lowest-order 
frequency coefficient in G12. for the entire interval [0 to «»]• Further, combining the results 





Consequently, for orders below we find that the asymptotic form ofG^g may 
alternately be deduced from its closed-form quasistatic series form, presented in [1]. It is 
then seen that the asymptotics of G for the lowest three orders of frequency are given by 
» 1 1 il^2 "2 " ( Z4-Z ^ 
where kf = ico|iocr2- (3.3) 
We see that the asymptotics for 0^2 are given by logarithmic as well as half and integer 
powers of the frequency. 
By carrying out a similar study for Gjj, we find that the lowest order of frequency in 
Gj2 is of degree zero and its coefficient is given by 
1 1 
As 0) -> 0, GI2 = = —— + higher order terms (3.4) 
Substituting this result into Eq. (2.18) for the tangential electric fields, we find that the 
contribution from Gj2 is at least an order of frequency greater than that from Gj2-
Consequently, for orders of frequency co, and a?" In O) in the tangential electric 
fields, we can rewrite Eq. (2.18) as 
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V? Eg = - ICD^o VÎ G"I2 (X;X') D\' 
(3.5) 
The effect of the displacement currents appear from orders aP- and beyond. From Eq. 
(2.17), we also see that the normal component of the electric field is zero for these three 
orders. 
Summarizing our results in the context of the questions posed earlier, we find that for a 
3D current source configuration above a homogeneous conducting halfspace, the electric 
fields within the halfspace exhibit the following features: 
(i) The lowest order of frequency in the electric field is of degree 1. 
(ii) The quasistatic approximation is exact for the orders (ù, and ap- In Ci). 
(iii) The low frequency asymptotics of the electric field may be described by 
(3.6) 
where - coefficients of the electric field for order of frequency Où"-
(n)j.(0) _ coeffjcgnts of the electric field for order of frequency œ" In co. 
(iv) Closed-form expressions of for orders of frequency o), and aP In co are 





V? ®¥g = -^5^1 Vf f (z+zO d\' - V, f dVl=0 (3.9) 
1Ô7C [  Jflj Jfjj  J 
(3.10) 
We see that the lowest-order electric field coefficient, is independent of the 
conductivity of the halfspace, suggesting that the halfspace becomes transparent at low 
frequencies. This was also observed by Kaufman and Keller [4] in computing the 
asymptotics of the electric field due to a vertical magnetic dipole above a conducting 
halfspace. This transparent phenomenon implies that the low fr^juency electric fields are 
given exactiy by the fields when the halfspace is absent and the current source is radiating 
in free space, in other words, the Bom approximation. Further, since = 0, Eqs. 
(3.8) and Eq. (3.9) imply that (3/2)6^®^ and = 0. Consequentiy, orders of frequency 
0)3/2 absent in the asymptotics for 3D current sources and die quasistatic 
approximation is exact only for the lowest order, O). 
For a 2D current source configuration, we use the representations described by Eqs. 
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(2.10) and (2.11) fbrG^^ and Gj2- It is seen that the lowest order of frequency in the 
electric fields is now given by oo In CD for a 2D current source which satisfies Eq. (2.2a) 
and CO for a 2D source which satisfies Eq. (2.2b). We can use a similar approach as that 
discussed above to evaluate the orders of frequency for which the quasistatic approximation 
is exact. We can also evaluate closed-form solutions for the low frequency, two-
dimensional Green's functions in an identical manner. 
For a ID current source, from Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20), we find that the lowest order of 
frequency in the electric field is and the coefficient, is given by 
(1/2)^(0)^—i!»— rj,"V)dz' (3.11) 
The quasistatic approximation is exact only for the lowest order, for an arbitrary ID 
current source. The normal component of the electric field is found to be of order 
greater than the tangential fields. Further, the asymptotics for a ID current source do not 
exhibit any logarithmic dependences with the frequency, i.e., = 0 for all n. 
In the next section we use these results to derive the low frequency asymptotics for the 
electric field inside a halfspace containing a conductive anomaly. 
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TV. LOW FREQUENCY ASYMPTOTICS FOR THE ELECTRIC FIELD INSIDE A 
HALFSPACE CONTAINING AN INHOMOGENEITY 
The integral equation that governs the low &equency asymptotics of the. electric field in 
a half space containing an anomaly in conductivity will be derived in this section. This 
equation shows that the asymptotic terms are determined by a canonical electrostatic 
problem. In particular, the low frequency asymptotics can be determined from a 
knowledge of the electric fields interior to the inhomogeneity and its image buried in an 
infinite conductor, subjected to an applied incident electric field. This result is motivated by 
noting that the integral equation we obtain is a Fredhohn integral equation of the second 
kind. The inhomogeneous term of this integral equation corresponds to the electric field in 
the absence of the inhomogeneity. The homogeneous term of the low frequency integral 
equation corresponds to the electric field that results from a distributed charge over the 
inhomogeneity. 
Below, we first derive the asymptotic integral equation in general for the lowest order 
of frequency for an arbitrary current source and inhomogeneity. Later, we discuss the 
particular changes that arise when some of the higher orders are considered. We then find 
that the three types of inhomogeneities (3D, 2D and ID) have to be treated individually. 
The low frequency asymptotics of the unperturbed electric field were found to be given by 
logarithmic as well as half and integer orders in Section IE. Coefficients for these low 
orders were derived by studying the asymptotics of the Green's functions, G12 and G12. as 
used in Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18). Similarly, in this section, we shall evaluate the 
asymptotics of E2 by studying the low frequency form of the Green's functions, G22 and 
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G22» as used in Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22). 
In three-dimensions, the asymptotics of G22 and G22 are given as 
'I 1 ^2 , , G221 += - — + O (<o) and higher 
'I 1 ikz 
G221 - = . „ + — + O (co) and higher 
47tR2 47t 
» 1 (z+z ) "2 " 
G22 = . „ + T- + TT—^2 In k2 -H O (ca) and higher 47CR2 67c 167C 
where Rj = (p^ + Iz-Hz'|^), Rf =(p^+ Iz-z'|^) 
In two-dimensions, the asymptotics of G22 and G22 are described by 
' I  1 *" 1 G22 1+ = ^ In k2 + — In R; + C + O(cQln£0 and higher) (4.4) 
' I  1 - 1  G221 - = In k2 - — In R2 - C 4- O (o) In 0) and higher) (4.5) 
G22 = —^ In k2 -t- O (CD^ and higher (4.6) 




while in one dimension, they take the form 
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G221 + = —=— + O (aP, (û^ ,^...) (4.7) 
2k2 
G221 - = "~r~ + O (aP, ...) (4.8) 
2k2 
G22 = T- + O (û)^, 0)^^,...) (4.9) 
kg 
Substitution of these asymptotic representations into the integral equations for the 
electric field, described by Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22), yield their limiting forms at low 
fiequencies. We find that the asymptotics for the electric field inside a halfspace containing 
an inhomogeneity may also be expressed as 
E2 = ^ In Û) (4.10) 
n=l n=2 
The coefficients of the electric field in the presence of the inhomogeneity, ("^62 and 
(")f2, are differentiated from those in its absence, and by the superscript '0'. 
The lowest order of frequency found in the electric fields in the presence of the 
inhomogeneity is dependent on the nature of the current configuration and corresponds to 
the lowest order of frequency in the electric fields in the absence of the inhomogeneity. 
Therefore, for a 3D current configuration, the lowest order of frequency is (O and = 
0 in Eq. (4.10). Similarly, for a ID configuration, the lowest order of frequency is 
Further, it is seen that for the lowest order of frequency, the contributions from the terms 
multiplied by in Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) may be neglected. This lowest-order electric 
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field may therefore be computed by solving the integral equation 
Ej = — f (V- 50E2) (G'22 U - G'221 -) d 
02 •'«2 
(4.11) 
Eq. (4.11) represents the basic simplified form of the integral equations at low 
frequencies for any current source and inhomogeneity. We see from Eq. (4.11) and Eqs. 
(4.1)-(4.9) that the scattered fields are given by integrating the charge distributed over the 
inhomogeneity with the Green's functions for Laplace's equation. The Green's functions 
are seen to satisfy Neumann boundary conditions at the air-conductor interface. This 
integral equation thus maps exactly to the classical electrostatic problem of finding the 
electric field for the inhomogeneity and its image, buried in an infinite conductor and 
immersed in an incident field, Hence, the separation of variables approach used to 
solve these classical electrostatic boundary-value problems may be used to compute the low 
frequency fields. This solution process is discussed in greater detail in Sections V and VI. 
For 3D current sources and ID, 2D or 3D inhomogeneities as well as for ID current 
sources and 3D inhomogeneities, Eq. (4.11) takes the form 
(4.12) 
For 2D current sources and ID or 2D inhomogeneities as well as for ID current sources 
and 2D inhomogeneities, we have 
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^ In Ri + In Rg] dx' dz' (4.13) 
"3 * 9 
where V = x rr- + z -rr-
dx dz 
For a ID current source and inhomogeneity, the lowest-order electric field coefficient, 
(1/2)02 is given by combining Eqs. (4.7)-(4.9) and (4.11) as 
<"»e„ = (4.14) 
"»e^=n®4? = 0 (4.15) 
Note that since the normal component of the electric field inside the halfspace for the lowest 
order of frequency, is zero and the conductivity varies only with depth, the scattered 
fields are zero. Hence, the low frequency electric fields for a ID current source and 
inhomogeneity are given exactly by the Bom approximation. 
Equation (4.11) and its mapping to the electrostatic problem can also be used to find 
higher order terms for 2D and 3D current sources. However, this is not true of a ID 
source and inhomogeneity; the modification needed to treat this case will be considered 
later. For 3D current sources, apart from describing the coefficient of the lowest order of 
firequency, (^>62, we find that Eq. (4.12) is also the appropriate integral equation to be 
solved for computing coefficients for orders of ft-equency, and co^ln co. Since die 
coefficients, and were found to be zero in Section HI, this implies that 
coefficients ^^^2 are also zero and that orders of frequency, co^ln m and 
are absent for the electric fields inside a halfspace, even in the presence of the 
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inhomogeneity. 
The spatial variation and 3D nature of the current source is important when the 
dimensions of the inhomogeneity are comparable to those of the exciting current source. 
Often, in inspecting for cracks in metal surfaces or in other eddy current applications to 
nondestructive evaluation, the dimensions of the inhomogeneity are much smaller than the 
exciting current source. The applied field may therefore be taken to be uniform over the 
inhomogeneity. This is equivalent to considering the exciting current source as an infinite 
current sheet, a ID current source by our definition. 
For a ID current source, the electric fields inside a homogeneous halfspace were found 
to vary as half and integer powers of fi^equency at low frequencies. In our previous 
discussion in this section, we showed that the lowest order coefficient of the electric field, 
for a ID current source may be obtained by solving Eq. (4.11). In the situation 
when the inhomogeneity is 3D or 2D, from Eqs. (4.1)-(4.2) and Eqs. (4.4)-(4.5) 
describing the asymptotic behavior of the Green's functions, we find that the next highest 
coefficient, ^^^62, may also be evaluated from Eq. (4.11). However, when the current 
source as well as the inhomogeneity is one-dimensional, for e.g., a uniform current sheet 
over a layered halfspace, the contribution from the terms multiplied by k^ in Eqs. (2.21) 
and (2.22) cannot be ignored when computing the coefficient, Eqs. (2.32)-(2.36), 
instead, may be used to write down closed-form expressions for the low frequency electric 






We find from Eq. (4.16) and Eq. (3.11) that the electric field coefficient for a ID current 
source and inhomogeneity for the order of fiiequency, Cù, differs from the unperturbed 
electric field coefficient (the Bom ^proximation) by a constant 
From these studies of the asymptotics for 3D, 2D, and ID inhomogeneities in a 
halfspace, we cover the entire realm of possible geometries of inhomogeneities. Although 
the integral equations developed in [1] are quite general with regard to the size and shape of 
the current sources and inhomogeneities, they are restricted to treating buried 
inhomogeneities. Since eddy currents are diffusive, they are typically used to detect 
surface-breaking cracks in nondestructive evaluation. From physical arguments, there can 
not be any difference in the fields due to an inhomogeneity which is infinitesimally below 
the surface and one which is surface-breaking. This may be shown formally by deriving 
the low fiequency asymptotics fi-om the differential form of Maxwell's equations. The 
integral equations for the low frequency asymptotics, described by Eq. (4.11), may be 
derived from this approach without any restriction on the location of the inhomogeneity. 
In the Appendix, we demonstrate our deductions on the low frequency behavior, 
described in Sections III and FV, by considering specific current source configurations and 
inhomogeneities. In the next section, we examine the implications of the low frequency 
integral equation, Eq. (4.11), and present a method for solving this equation. 
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V. METHOD OF SOLUTION FOR THE LOW FREQUENCY ASYMPTOTICS 
In this section, we examine Eq. (4.11), and discuss certain interesting implications of 
this integral equation. We first discuss through this equation the equivalence of the low 
frequency asymptotics and the weak scattering symptotics (Bom approximation) for certain 
special cases. Next, we show that for the general case, the scattered fields at low 
frequencies may be expressed in terms of a scalar potential. The low frequency integral 
equation, Eq. (4.11), can then be reexpressed as a boundary-value problem for this scalar 
potential. This boundary-value problem, as mentioned in passing in the previous section, 
is identical to the classical boundary-value problem in electrostatics of a conducting body in 
a prescribed incident field. The known solutions to these electrostatic problems will be 
used to compute the low frequency electric fields. 
Eq. (4.11) has several interesting features. Since the primary fields are divergence-
free (V = 0), we see that for the lowest order of frequency, Eg = if 
V'ôa Ej®^ = 0. This implies that if the gradient of the conductivity variation due to the 
inhomogeneity is perpendicular to the unperturbed electric field, the low frequency electric . 
fields are given exactly by the electric fields in the absence of the inhomogeneity (the Bom 
approximation). Such situations occur, for example, when we have a tangential current 
source above a layered halfspace or a coil placed axially symmetric with a cylindrical or 
spherical inhomogeneity. This feature enables us to trivially compute the low frequency 
impedance change in the current source caused by these inhomogeneities. 
In the particular situation when the inhomogeneity in the halfspace is one-dimensional 
(a layered halfspace), further simplifications arise. In Section IE, it was seen that the 
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normal components of the unperturbed electric fields inside the halfspace are zero for the 
lowest order of frequency co for any 3D current disdbution. Consequently, is always 
tangential for this order. For a layered halfspace below an arbitrary 3D current source, we 
therefore see that will always be zero for the lowest order of frequency. The 
Bom approximation is hence exact for the lowest order, O), for any 3D current source 
above a layered halfspace. We also have similar results for both 2D and ID current 
sources, for the corresponding lowest orders, co In 00 (or co) and co^/^, respectively. 
Summarizing, the Bom approximation is exact for the lowest order of frequency for any 
current source above a layered halfspace. Using similar arguments for the example of a 
coil above a cylindrical or spherical inhomogeneity in a halfspace, we find that tilting the 
coil about its axis does not produce any changes in the electric fields at low frequencies. 
The normal electric field components are zero for the lowest order of frequency and the 
fields retain its cylindrical or spherical symmetry for this lowest order. 
We now consider situations where VSo # 0 and present a method to compute the 
low frequency electric fields for these situations. In our discussion, henceforth, we only 
address the 3D inhomogeneity; however, the same results also apply to 2D and ID 
inhomogeneities for those orders of frequency for which Eq. (4.11) represents the 
appropriate low frequency integral equation. We see from Eq. (4.12) that the low 
frequency fields are given by the sum of the fields when the inhomogeneity is absent (the 
unperturbed field) and a scattered field represented by the integral term in Eq. (4.12). The 
scattered field may be represented by means of a scalar potential, (l)0g, as 
(5.1). 
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Eq. (5.1), for the scattered potential, may also be written alternately as 
= (5.2) 
Hvozdara [8] has used the stationary current approximation for magnetotelluric fields to 
express the lowest-order perturbed and unperturbed fields in terms of scalar potentials 
inside and outside the inhomogeneity. A scalar integral equation is thus obtained which is 
solved numerically to extract the coefficient, ^^^62. In this paper, we use a different 
approach which is not limited by the stationary current approximation and which is more 
suitable to obtaining analytical solutions. 
In Eq. (5.1), V'-5a^^^e2 represents the divergence of an induced current and hence, 
represents an induced charge over the inhomogeneity. The term (l/47iRi + I/47CR2) 
represents the Green's function for Laplace's equation satisfying Neumann boundary 
conditions at the interface. The scattered potential can therefore alternately be constructed 
by integrating the Green's function for Laplace's equation with the lowest-order charge 
distribution over the inhomogeneity and its image. We further note that (1)0^ satisfies 
Laplace's equation outside the inhomogeneity. In the situation when the conductivity 
variation is constant over the inhomogeneity. the induced charge is distributed on the 
surface of the inhomogeneity. (l)0g then satisfies Laplace's equation everywhere except 
at the surface of the inhomogeneity. There is a discontinuity in the electric field across the 
surface of the inhomogeneity, corresponding to the induced surface charge on the 
inhomogeneity. 
We therefore see that the computation of the scattered potential, is equivalent to 
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solving the classical boundary-value problem in electrostatics of a conducting body 
immersed in a field, The conducting body is now represented by the 
inhomogeneity and its image. Further, we remove the external current source outside the 
conducting halfspace and instead expand the unperturbed electric field, ^ as an even 
function about the interface. The boundary-value problem for the scattered potential, 
(l)0g, due to an inhomogeneity differing by a constant conductivity from the host, can be 
summarized as follows; 
V^(')0; = OVxgXs. (5.3) 
is continuous and finite V xg x^ (5.4) 
V = 0 as IXI -> oo. (5.5) 
aE n is continuous across x—>Xg. (5.6) 
n X V Oj is continuous across x—>Xs. (5.7) 
Here Xg refer to the coordinates along the boundary surface of the inhomogeneity and its 
image and n denotes the outward normal to the boundary surface. The boundary-value 
problem, described by Eqs. (5.3)-(5.7), may be solved using separation of variables for 
the class of problems where the inhomogeneity and its image represent an orthogonal 
surface for any of the sixteen orthogonal curvilinear separable coordinate systems for the 
Laplace's equation. These include most types of inhomogeneities which arise in 
nondestructive evaluation and geophysical exploration. Examples for the computation of 
the scattered potential due to inhomogeneities which faU in the above-described class are 
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provided in Section VI. For geometries that do not fit into the above class of problems, we 
can use a best-fitting ellipsoid to evaluate the scattered fields approximately. 
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VI. LOW FREQUENCY ASYMPTOTICS FOR THE IMPEDANCE CHANGE 
In eddy current nondestructive evaluation (NDE), the exciting current source is referred 
to as the eddy current probe and usually consists of a coil wound in air or a ferrite core. 
Often, the exciting probe itself is used as the receiver and the eddy currents generated 
within the workpiece are monitored by measuring the probe impedance. This probe 
impedance is dependent on the material properties of the workpiece and any discontinuity in 
the properties is registered as a change in the impedance. 
We develop the low frequency asymptotics of the impedance change for two kinds of 
probe geometries (1) an infinitely thin circular current loop and (2) a uniform current sheet 
Superposition of the results from a loop with different liftoffs (distance from probe to metal 
surface) will give us the impedance change due to a coil probe. The results from the 
uniform current sheet may directiy be applied to study the impedance change in a uniform 
field eddy current probe, recentiy introduced by Smidi [16] and Moulder et al.[17]. The 
uniform field probe consists of passing an a.c. magnetizing current through a horseshoe-
shaped ferrite core. The magnetic field between the pole faces of this ferrite core is found 
to be fairly uniform. 
We define the impedance change, SZ, as the difference in the probe impedance in the 
absence and presence of the inhomogeneity in a conducting halfspace. Using reciprocity, it 
has been shown in [12] that the probe impedance change, SZ, for a coaxial cable feed line 
supplying current, I, to the probe, is given by 
(6.1) 
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Using the low frequency asymptotics for the electric fields discussed in the previous three 
sections, we can evaluate the low frequency impedance change through the above 
expression. It is seen that the asymptotics of the impedance change due to an arbitrary 
inhomogeneity are given as 
5Z(o)) = AjCù^ + O (to^ ) - 3D current source (6.2) 
8Z((o) = Bj© + + higher orders — ID current source (6.3) 
The quasistatic approximation is exact for computing the coefiHcents Aj, Bj and B2 and 
these coefficients may be computed explicitly by solving Eq. (4.11) (with the exception of 
ID current sources and ID inhomogeneities for the order of frequency These 
expressions for the impedance changes will serve as useful tools in experiments to calibrate 
eddy current probes. The low frequency behavior of the impedance change may also be 
used to derive simple inversion algorithms for certain geometries of the inhomogeneity. 
We consider two particular cases in this section. First, we consider situations where 
the Bom approximation describes the low frequency electric fields in the presence of the 
inhomogeneity exactly. Next, we consider surface-breaking cracks/pits as our 
inhomogeneity and solve the boundary-value problem, described in Section V, to extract 
the scattered fields due to these inhomogeneities. This second problem is of considerable 
interest in NDE, since eddy currents are generally used to detect fatigue cracks in metal 
surfaces. The asymptotics for these surface-breaking inhomogeneities enable one to extract 
information about the crack size and shape from the measured impedance response at low 
frequencies. 
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A. Examples where Low Frequency Electric Fields are given by the Bom Approximation 
1. Circular current loon over a spherical inhomoyeneitv in a conducting halfsnace 
We choose, as our first example, the problem described by Example 1 in the Appendix 
(See Figure 4) of a circular current loop over a conducting halfspace containing a spherical 
inhomogeneity. The inhomogeneity is assumed to differ by a constant conductivity, Aa, 
fiom the surrounding halfspace. The inhomogeneity is located such that the fields 
everywhere are spherically symmetric. Since = 0 for this example, the Bom 
approximation is exact at low frequencies. The low ftequency electric fields in the presence 
of the inhomogeneity are given by those when the inhomogeneity is absent 
It was shown in the Appendix that the lowest order of frequency in the electric field for 
a circular loop above a homogeneous halfspace is (ù. Therefore, the lowest order 
impedance change, corresponding to degree of frequency two, is obtained by making the 
Bom approximation in Eq. (6.1) and taking limits of (O -4 0. We denote ("^)SZ as the 
impedance change corresponding to degree of frequency m. Hence, is given by 
f .J2. . 2 
\ 
+ ro + (d+h)^- 2x} cos0 (d+h) 
Imtq sin0 y 
"U d0 di) 
(6.4) 
Qjy2> in Eq. (6.4), denotes the associated Legendre function of the second kind of order 
1/2 and degree 0. It may alternately be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals for 
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computation [18]. 
2. Circular current loot» over a circular cylindrical inhomogeneitv 
In this example, we have an axisymmetric problem of a circular current loop over a 
cylindrical inhomogeneity buried in a halfspace. The cylindrical inhomogeneity lies a 
distance 'dg' below the interface and has a length l^'. The radius of the cylindrical 
inhomogeneity is assumed to be r^ and differs by a constant conductivity, Aa, Aom the 
surrounding halfspace. The Bom approximation is again exact at low frequencies for this 
example. The lowest-order impedance change, corresponding to degree of frequency 2, is 
given by 
3. Uniform current sheet / Uniform field probe above a 2D / ID inhomogeneitv in a 
We consider a uniform current sheet, with the currents directed parallel to the axis of an 
arbitrary 2D inhomogeneity inside a halfspace, and placed an infinitesimal distance above 
the halfspace. Since the conductivity variation lies in a plane perpendicular to the axis of 
the inhomogeneity, the Bom approximation is exact at low frequencies. In the Appendix, 
we saw that for a uniform current sheet, the asymptotics of the electric field inside a 




electric field, corresponding to degrees of frequency 1/2 and 1, are equal to the lowest two 
orders of the electric field in the presence of the inhomogeneity. 
The lowest two orders of the impedance change are therefore given exactly by making 
the Bom approximation for the electric field, E2, in Eq. (6.1). These lowest two orders 
of the impedance change correspond to degrees of frequency 1 and 3/2, respectively, and 




= impedance change for order O)'" per unit length of the cylindrical 
inhomogeneity 
Ac = cross-sectional area of inhomogeneity 
z = distance from air-metal interface to centroid of inhomogeneity 
EQ = quasistatic electric field at the surface of the inhomogeneity 
ikiK 
for a uniform current sheet of strength, K 
^2 
(6.8) 
k2 — icom)02 
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The results for a uniform current sheet may also be extended to compute the impedance 
change in a uniform field eddy current probe, producing a unifoim magnetic field, Hg, on 
the surface. Œh is now given by - The impedance change for order of frequency, 
02 
to, is given identically by Eq. (6.6) while the impedance change for order of frequency 
qj3/2 is given by the quasistatic form of Eq. (6.7). 
For a ID inhomogeneity, the electric field for the lowest order of frequency is given by 
the Bom approximation. Hence, Eq. (6.4) also describes the low frequency impedance 
change due to the ID inhomogeneity, with the interpretation that now represents the 
impedance change per unit surface area of the layered halfspace and Ag in Eqs. (6.6) and 
(6.7) represents the integral of the conductivity variation with depth (the zeroth moment). 
However, for the next highest order of frequency (to), it was shown in Eq. (4.16) that the 
electric field in the presence of the inhomogeneity is given by the sum of the Bom 
approximation and a constant independent of space. Eq. (4.16) therefore has to be used to 
derive the impedance change due to the ID inhomogeneity, for order of frequency, 
These results for orders to and to^^^ enable us to write down equivalent relationships 
between the exact low frequency impedance change and the impedance change computed in 
the Bom approximations. These equivalent relationships can be used to detemiine the 
conductivity and depth of surface coatings from Bom inversion algorithms [19]. 
B. Examples where Low Frequency Fields ^ Bom Approximation 
In the previous three examples studied, the low frequency electric fields in the presence 
of the inhomogeneity were given exacdy by the Bom approximation. This allowed us to 
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compute the low frequency impedance change trivially ftom Eq. (6.1) by substituting the 
values of the primary field for the fields in the presence of the inhomogeneity. In the 
examples studied in this part of the section, 0 and the low frequency fields are 
no longer given by the Bom approximation. Instead, we solve the integral equation, 
described by Eq. (4.11), or alternately, the boundary-value problem for the scattered 
potential, described by Eqs. (5.3)-(5.7). It was shown in Section V that the boundary-
value problem may be solved by removing the air-metal interface and considering the 
region constituted by air (Region Qj) to be a mirror image of Region ^2- The boundary-
value problem, reformulated for the inhomogeneity and its image buried in the infinite 
conducting region, is solved in this section using separation of variables. 
As examples to indicate this solution process, we choose to study the problem of 
surface-breaking cracks/pits on metal surfaces. We model these cracks and pits as 
inhomogeneities in an otherwise homogeneous halfspace. The conductivity difference 
between the inhomogeneity and the surrounding metal is therefore given by minus the 
conductivity of the metal. No normal currents flow across the crack face, as evident from 
Eq. (5.6). The solution process for inclusions is similar to those for cracks, if instead of 
assuming no current flow across the crack face, we use the continuity condition specified 
by Eq. (5.6). We consider the external current source to be ID and tangential; hence, we 
can extract the low frequency impedance change corresponding to orders o) and 
These ID current source results may also be applied to three-dimensional, tangential current 
sources when the dimensions of the source are much larger than those of the crack. This is 
often the situation in NDE where the crack sizes may be much smaller than the probe 
diameters. In this case, the probe may effectively be treated as a ID source, with reference 
to the crack and the incident field expanded in a Taylor's series expansion about the 
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centroid of the flaw. The results from ID sources may then be used directly to compute the 
low frequency impedance change, with ^propriate substitutions of the primary field 
coefficients. 
1. Semi-oblate spheroidal pit breaking the surface of a conducting halfspace 
We address the issue of computing the impedance change due to a semi-oblate 
spheroidal pit, breaking the surface of a conducting halfspace as shown in Figure 2. 
Degenerate cases of semi-oblate spheroids are a semicircular crack and a hemispherical pit 
As mentioned earlier, the low frequency fields inside the halfspace for this example are 
equal to the low frequency fields for an oblate spheroidal cavity in an infinite metallic 
region, under the influence of an even-ordered incident field. Using separation of variables 
in oblate spheroidal coordinates [20], we can solve exactly for the lowest two orders of 
frequency for the electric field inside the cavity. These expressions are then substituted into 
Eq. (6.1) to give exactly the low frequency impedance change in the uniform field eddy 
current probe for degrees of frequency 1 and 3/2. The low frequency impedance change, 
5Z, for the semi-oblate spheroidal pit is given in terms of the semi-axes a, P, and y along 
the X, y, and z directions by 








w .  
- aV P^-«^ 
(6.10) 
where 2^/ — coefficients of the homogeneous electric field, 
ï^-given by Eq. (6.8) 
kz -
CEi = — K for a uniform cuirent sheet (in the quasistatic approximation) 
O2 
ki HQ for a uniform magnetic field, HQ. 
O2 
Note that for the oblate spheroid, semi-axis P = y. 
In the situation that a = 0, the oblate spheroidal pit on the surface of the metal reduces 
to a semicircular surface crack. The low frequency impedance change for a semicircular 
surface crack, with the incident field perpendicular to the crack, is then given by 
»>5Z = .^i^lp3 (6.11) 
r ^ 
Go (Eg % . 
5Z P , P = radius of semicircular crack (6.12) 
r 
The lowest order of the impedance change, given by Eq. (6.11), is identical to the results 
obtained by Kincaid et al. [10,11] but the next order of the impedance change, given by 
Eq. (6.12), is different, since the incident field is not expanded by Kincaid as an even-
natured expansion. These results have also recendy been verified independentiy by 
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Figure 2: Semi-oblate surface-breaking spheroidal pit in a conducting halfspace 
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Bowler [21], who used a dual integral equation ^proach to solve the asymptotics for a 
surface-breaking semi-circular crack in a metallic halfspace. 
When a = P, the oblate spheroidal pit reduces to a hemispherical pit on the surface of 
the metal. The impedance change for the hemispherical pit is then given by 
2. Semi-prolate spheroidal pit breaking the surface of a conducting halfspace 
We now use the above-described procedure for oblate spheroidal pits to evaluate the 
lowest-order impedance change due to a semi-prolate spheroidal pit on the surface of a 
metallic halfspace, with the incident field parallel to the x-axis, as shown in Figure 3. The 
impedance changes are given in tems of the semi-axes a, P, and y by 
(6.13) 
, P = radius of hemisphere (6.14) 
(f -




a (2a^-^)coth ^ - nJ '/-rt^ 
•Tf^  '^-a 
+ 2(Y^-aV^ 
(6.16) 
Note that for the prolate spheroid a = p. 
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Figure 3: Semi-prolate surface-breaking spheroidal pit in a conducting halfspace 
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vn. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
In this pq)er, we evaluate the low frequency asymptotics for the electric field inside a 
conducting halfspace in the absence and presence of inhomogeneities. This is carried out 
by taking the low frequency limit in the integral equations for the electric fields, developed 
in [1] and valid for all frequencies. We first derive integral representations for the 
asymptotics inside a homogeneous halfspace due to an arbitrary external current source 
distribution. The frequency dependence of the asymptotics are different, depending on the 
dimensionality of the current configuration. Next, we use the limiting form of the integral 
equations in [1] to derive the simplified low frequency integral equation for the electric 
field inside a halfspace containing an inhomogeneity. We consider ID, 2D, and 3D 
inhomogeneities. 
The integral equations for the low frequency asymptotics of the electric field in the 
presence of inhomogeneities bring out several interesting results. First, we find that when 
the conductivity variation due to the inhomogeneity is normal to the incident field, the 
electric fields at low frequencies are given exactly by the Bom approximation and may be 
replaced by the fields in the absence of the inhomogeneity. In other words, there is no 
scattering of the electric fields in this low fi-equency regime. In the situation, when the 
conductivity variation is not normal to the incident field, we show that the scattered fields 
may be derived fi-om a scalar potential. A boundary-value problem for the potential is 
constructed, identical to the classical problem in electrostatics of a conducting body in a 
prescibed incident field. The boundary-value problem may be solved using standard 
separation of variables techniques. We demonstrate such a solution process by computing 
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the impedance change in a uniform field eddy current probe due to surface-breaking 
semicircular cracks and hemispherical pits in a metallic halfspace. Results are presented for 
the lowest two orders of frequency in the impedance change. 
The dependence of the low frequency asymptotics on the dimensionality of the current 
source configuration raises the interesting question as to which dependence is observed in a 
practical situation, when one uses an eddy current probe to investigate a flawed conducting 
halfspace. The answer appears to lie in the spatial frequency describing the current source. 
If the spatial frequency is greater than the harmonic frequency, the eddy current probe 
behaves as a 3D current source at low frequencies. However, in the situation when the 
spatial frequency is lower than the harmonic frequency and the harmonic frequencies are 
sufficiently low so that the electric fields and impedance changes may be described by the 
first few terms in a low frequency asymptotic expansion, the eddy current probe must be 
considered as a uniform current sheet (a ID current source, by our definition). These 
conclusions may be deduced by studying the asymptotics of the electric fields induced by a 
spatially periodic current sheet. 
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DC. APPENDDC: ILLUSTRATION OF THE LOW FREQUENCY BEHAVIOR OF 
THE ELECTRIC FIELD 
In the Appendix, we use two kinds of current-canying configurations, namely, (a) a 
circular current carrying loop and (b) an infinite uniform current sheet to demonstrate our 
results of the low frequency asymptotics in Sections HI and IV. The circular current loop, 
by our definition, represents a 3D current source while the uniform current sheet represents 
a ID current source. We first study the low frequency asymptotics of the electric field 
inside a homogeneous conducting halfspace, due to the above-mentioned current sources 
above the halfspace. Next, we consider specific inhomogeneities inside the halfspace. We 
investigate the following cases: 
(i) A circular current loop above a conducting halfspace containing a spherical 
inhomogeneity (3D). 
(ii) An infinite uniform current sheet above a conducting halfspace containing a cylindrical 
inhomogeneity (2D). 
(iii) An infinite uniform current sheet above a single-layered conducting halfspace (ID). 
Through the above examples, we cover the entire range from 3D to ID current source 
configurations and 3D to ID inhomogeneities. 
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A. Current Source above a Homogeneous Conducting Halfspace 
1. Circular current loop 
Consider a single-turn current loop of radius, TQ, a distance, d, above a homogeneous, 
conducting, nonmagnetic halfspace, as shown in Figure 4. The current loop is assumed to 
be located in air. An a.c. current, I, in the loop is used to induce eddy currents within the 
halfspace. The current distribution, j(l), is given in cylindrical coordinates (r, <p, z) by 
Jext = 15(r-ro) 5(z-d) (p (9.1) 
The electric fields inside the halfspace are given by [22] as 
eJs = iTo (ico^o) ^ Ji(Xr) JiW dX (9.2) 
where denote Bessel functions. 
We see from Eq. (9.2) that the lowest degree of frequency in is one. The coefficient 
of the electric field for this degree of frequency is given by 
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+ TQ + (d-z)^ 
[(r+r/ + (d-z)^]^'^ 
K(q) - [(r + rgf + (d-zf] E(q) 
(9.3) 
where q = 
4rrn 
^r+rgf+ (d-zf j 
1/2 
K and E aie complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds. 
In order to evaluate the coefficient, we take derivatives of the integral in Eq. (9.2) 
with respect to and limits as co —» 0. It is seen that the coefficient, is zero. 
The coefficient, is obtained by evaluating the integral in Eq. (9.2) asymptotically 
through a power series, in a manner similar to that carried out for Gjj in Section HI. It is 
found that the coefficient, is also zero. These results agree with our earlier 
deductions in Section 11 for 3D current sources, namely, (i) the lowest order of firequency 
is Û) (ii) orders of frequency and oo^ln co are absent in the electric fields and (iii) the 
quasistatic approximation is exact for the lowest order CO and its coefficient may be obtained 
from Eq. (3.7). 
2. Uniform current sheet 
Consider an infinite uniform current sheet of strength, K, a distance, d, above a 
homogeneous, conducting, nonmagnetic halfspace, as illustrated in Figure 5. The current 
sheet is located in air and the current is assumed to be in the y-direction. The current 
distribution, is given by 
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y^ = K5(z-d)y (9.4) 
The electric field within the halfspace may be obtained by solving the Helmholtz equation 
and satisfying boundary conditions as 
= (9.5) 
^ ki + k2 
The lowest order of frequency is found to be and may be derived from Eq. (9.5) 
as 
(9.6) 
Eqs. (9.5) and (9.6) reaffirm our conclusions in Section in that the asymptotics for ID 
current sources vary as half orders of frequency and that the quasistatic approximation is 
exact for the lowest order, and its coefficient is given by Eq. (3.11). 
B. Current Source above a Conducting Halfspace Containing an Inhomogeneity 
1. Circular current loop over a conducting halfspace containing a spherical inhomogeneitv 
We consider, once again, the current loop described earlier in this section. We now 
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assume that the halfspace contains a spherical anomaly in conductivity of radius, a, and 
distance, h, below the air-metal interface. The inhomogeneity is assumed to be located 
such that the line joining the centers of the current loop and the spherical inhomogeneity is 
perpendicular to the air-metal interface, as shown in Figure 4. The field distribution is 
hence spherically symmetric. We introduce a spherical coordinate system (i), 0; <|)), with 
the origin located at the center of the spherical inhomogeneity. We denote the region 
constituted by the inhomogeneity as Og and assume that the conductivity within the 
inhomogeneity is give by Gg. 
The electric field within the halfspace and outside the inhomogeneity is given by [23, 
24] as 
E*2 = itom^ X ^  [)n(k2^) - MM) QJ Pn^cos 0) (9.7) 
n=l 
^ ^ k3j„(k3a)j„(k2a)-k2jn(k2a)jn(M 
where Q„=T-r-T = r—rr :—. (9.8) 
ks j„(k3a) fcn(k2a) - k2fe.„(k2a) jnC^sa) 
and k2 = -ik2 = -i (icû|io<y2 + 0^11062)^^; kg = -ikg = -i (imiigOg + 
jjj and fcjj are modified spherical Bessel functions defined in terms of the modified Bessel 
functions, In+l/2 ^n+1/2' ^ 
j„ (kv) = ^ ^ In+i/2(kv) 




Figure 4: Circular current loop over a conducting halfspace containing a spherical 
inhomogeneity 
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jn  and feii refer to derivatives of and fcjj taken with respect to the argument Pn ^ (cos 0) 
refer to Legendrc functions of the first kind of order n and degree 1. The coefficients, Cjj, 
are obtained by solving 




Pnm = -T ' e"^ Pm(cosh t) P„(cosh t) sinh t dt (9.12) 
Z Jo 
Cqp are the coefficients obtained by expanding the primary electric field for a circular 




CQ„, in Eq. (9.13), is found to vary with frequency raised to power -n/2 and 
increasing powers, i.e., Cgn 0(cû~^^) and higher. At low frequencies, the electric 
field is therefore described by the coefficient, corresponding to degree of frequency 
1. (^)e^ is given in terms of the coefficients, Cgn' 
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= lim inoy Co„ j„(k2V) Pn^(cos 0) (9.14) 
<io-»0 n=l 
and is given in terms of elliptic integrals by Eq. (9.3). 
In Older to compute the low frequency electric fields inside the halfspace in the presence 
of the spherical inhomogeneity, we substitute Eq. (9.11) in Eq. (9.7) and rewrite it as 








(2n+l) [j„(k2\)) -fc„(k2^>) On] Pn (cos 0) -
iû>m) W Qn Pn\cOS 0) (9.15) 
n=l 
Using the inequality for I given by Yakonov [23], we can show that at low 
frequencies 
Um^ Con Qn —> O ((i),...higher orders ) (9.16a) 
^ in (kgi)) Cm Qn, Pnm O (o),...higher orders) (9.16b) 
m=0 
to Qn fe-n (k^D) ^  CmQmPnm O (co^,...higher Orders) (9.16c) 
ci>-»0 m=0 
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Consequently, the electric field coefficients, (i)e^2' the presence of 
the inhomogeneity are equal to (^)e^, and (^)f^ in the absence of the 
inhomogeneity. Since coefficients and (^)f^ are absent in the primary electric 
field, the coefficients and (^)f^2 are zero and the Bom approximation, given by Eq. 
(9.14), is exact for the lowest order of frequency, co, in the electric field in the presence of 
the spherical inhomogeneity. This is expected since the gradient of the conductivity 
variation due to the inhomogeneity is perpendicular to the primary electric field, The 
example described above helps illustrate the situation of a 3D current source above a 3D 
inhomogeneity. We now consider examples of ID current sources. 
2. Uniform current sheet over a conducting halfspace containing a circular cvlindrical 
inhomofeneitv 
Consider the example of the uniform current sheet, described earlier in the section, 
above a conducting nonmagnetic halfspace. The halfspace is now assumed to contain a 
cylindrical anomaly in conductivity, as shown in Figure 5. We denote the region 
constituted by the inhomogeneity as Og and the conductivity inside by 03. The electric 
field inside the halfspace but outside the cylindrical inhomogeneity due to a uniform current 
sheet is given by Yakonov [25] and Ogunade and Dosso [26] as 
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Ey2 = i© C„ ( Ukgr) - Q„ K„(k2r) ) cos n(p 
n=0 
where 
kg I'nCkga) Ukga) - kg I„(k2a) ^kga) 
Qn ~ - , - - - , - _ 
kg InCkga) KnCkga) - kg K^Ck^a) In^ga) 
Ifj and Kjj refer to modified Bessel functions, (r, 9, z) are cylindrical coordinates, with the 
origin located at the center of the cylindrical inhomogeneity, as shown in Figure 5. 
The coefficients, C^, are obtained by solving 
Co„-C„ + liZCn,<2n.Pnm = 0, «=0.1.2 (9.19) 
m=0 
where 
Pnm = f ' e~^' cosh nt cosh mt dt (9.20) 
Jo 
Y* = Neumann factor = 1 for n=0,2 for n;tO 
Cqjj are the coefficients obtained by expanding the primary electric field inside a 





Figure 5: Uniform current sheet over a conducting halfspace containing a cylindrical 
inhomogeneity 
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EJS = iû) ^ Con In(k2r) COS n(p (9.21) 
n=0 
For a uniform current sheet, we find that the coefficients CQH are given by 
ki + k2 
(9.22) 
In order to compute the low frequency electric fields in the presence of the cylindrical 
inhomogeneity, we substitute Eq. (9.22) in Eq. (9.17) and rewrite it as 





Yn t In(k2r) - QnKn(k2r)] COS n(p (9.23) 
Using the frequency dependence of the coefficients, Cqj^ , from Eq. (9.22) and the 
asymptotic expansions for the modified Bessel functions for small arguments, we can 
evaluate the low frequency behavior of the electric field in the presence and absence of the 
inhomogeneity. It is found that the lowest order of frequency in the primary (unperturbed ) 
electric field and the electric field in the presence of the cylindrical inhomogeneity is 
The fi:equency coefficients for this order are equal and given by 
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= Urn Jito^/^Coo) (9.24) 
a)-»0 
Further, it is found that the coefficients, and are also identical and given by 
"^2 = ^ '^42=JÎS, 
9(a)^^Coo) ir i « 3k2 (9.25) 
The Bom approximation is therefore seen to be exact for the lowest two orders of 
frequency, and (O. This is expected since the current sheet, directed along the axis of 
the cylindrical inhomogeneity, is perpendicular to the radius vector from the center of the 
cylinder. Thus, this example is seen to exhibit all the asymptotic features for ID current 
sources and 2D inhomogeneities, mentioned in Section IV. 
3. Uniform current sheet over a single-lavered conducting halfsoace 
The final example chosen for study is used to illustrate the behavior of a ID current 
source above a ID inhomogeneity. We choose the uniform current sheet studied earlier as 
the ID current source and assume that the currents are directed parallel to the air-conductor 
interface. The inhomogeneity is now represented by a layer of conductivity, Og, over the 
halfspace of conductivity, <52- Since the current source is tangential, the normal electric 
fields are zero. The tangential electric fields are expected to be given by Eqs. (4.14) and 
(4.16), for the lowest two orders of frequency, and co. Unlike the previous two 
examples, we use the electric fields within Uie layer, instead of outside the layer, to 
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illustrate our deductions on the low frequency asymptotics. 
The electric field within the layer is obtained by solving the ID Helmholtz equation and 






1+F 1+F J 
(9.26) 
wheieF= (l-kg/kg) 
The lowest degree of frequency in the electric field is and its coefficient, (^/^)eyg, is 
equal to and given identically by Eq. (9.6). This is expected since Eq. (4.14) 
implies that the Bom approximation is exact for the lowest order of frequency. The next 
highest order in the electric field is given by co and its coefficient, may also be 
evaluated from Eq. (9.26). It is seen that the coefficient, (^^Cyg, differs fix)m (^)e^ by 
the constant (-ilgHgK (Cg - <y2)/02). where Ig = thickness of layer. From Eq. (4.16), we 
also expect the coefficient, (^^Cyg, to differ from (^)e^ by the integral of the conductivity 
variation and the lowest-order coefficient, Substitution of the lowest-order 
coefficient from Eq. (9.6) and the conductivity structure is seen to yield upon integration 
tiie constant, (-il^HgK (Cg - 02)702), thus verifying our asymptotic results. 
Through these three examples, we cover the range from 3D and ID current sources to 
3D and ID inhomogeneities. For a 3D current source, we have only presented an example 
of a 3D inhomogeneity buried in the halfspace. The same behavior is also exhibited by 2D 
and ID inhomogeneities and may be checked by studying the example of a circular current 
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loop above a layered halfspace or some other example for which analytical solutions for the 
electric fields are known. 
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PART ni. RECONSTRUCTION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
CONDUCTIVITY VARIATIONS FROM EDDY CURRENT 
(ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION) DATA 
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ABSTRACT 
A direct linear inverse method for eddy current nondestructive evaluation is presented in 
this paper. The method is based on inverting the impedance change measured in an eddy-
current probe, placed above a conducting halfspace containing a 3D conductivity anomaly. 
The eddy current probe used for this purpose consists of a spatially periodic, time-
harmonic current sheet. The Bom ^proximation is used to linearize the relevant integral 
equations used for inversion. It is found that a coupled Fourier-Laplace transform has to 
be inverted to provide a 3D reconstruction of the inhomogeneity in the conventional 
frequency domain; however, the transforms decouple in the time-domain. 
The 3D inversion procedure is specialized to the ID case of a uniform current sheet. 
The conductivity variation with depth is now recovered by inverting a single Laplace 
transform. Numerical algorithms to invert Laplace transforms and similar Fredholm 
integral equations of the first kind are developed and used to implement the ID inversion 
procedure. The algorithms are tested by the reconstmction of surface coatings of a constant 
but different conductivity from that of the underlying halfspace. Surprisingly, certain 
features of the inversion algorithm are found to be exact for a layered halfspace and 
independent of the Bom approximation. These features enable us to reconstruct the depth 
and conductivity of the coatings exactly from the inverse Bom profiles. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Time varying electric and magnetic fields induce currents (eddy currents) in conducting 
structures. Eddy current are widely used in nondestrucdve evaluation (NDE) to detect 
surface-breaking flaws in metals. In this case, the electromagnetic fields are typically 
produced by small coils (<.lcm in size) driven by an alternating current (1 KHz to 2 MHz). 
The signal typically arises fix)m the fact that the induced currents react back on the original 
source of the electromagnetic fields and change its impedance. It is quite natural to ask 
how these impedance changes can be used to characterize the flaw, i.e., determine its size, 
shape, location. 
Our basic strategy is to find an eddy current inversion problem that can be formulated 
analytically. The solution is analyzed in detail with an eye towards uncovering those 
general features that are generic to eddy current inversion methods. We consider an 
arbitrarily-shaped, three-dimensional inhomogeneity in a nonmagnetic, otherwise uniform 
and isotropic, conducting halfspace. The permeability is assumed to have its freespace 
values everywhere and due to the quasistatic approximation (see Section H), variations in 
the permittivity are ignored. The conducting halfspace is bounded by a nonconducting 
halfspace that is accessible to the experimenter. The inverse problem is to determine the 
conductivity (as a function of position), given measurements of the impedance of an eddy 
current probe located in the experimentally accessible halfspace. In order to obtain an 
analytic formulation of the problem, we linearize the problem (make the Bom 
approximation) by assuming that the inhomogeneity's conductivity is only slightly different 
from that of the otherwise uniform halfspace. 
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The linearization of the problem allows us to formulate it as a coupled Fourier-Laplace 
transform. The major difficulties that are dealt with in this paper are; (i) the ill-posedness 
associated with the numerical inversion of the Laplace transform and (ii) the coupling 
between the Laplace and Fourier transfomis. These problems are overcome and an explicit 
inversion procedure is given. A limiting case of this general procedure is formulated to 
determine the average conductivity as a function of depth for three-dimensional inclusions. 
The limiting procedure is tested numerically using data from a one-dimensional problem; 
namely, we compute the impedance change for a conducting layer on a metallic half-space. 
This impedance change is then used to infer the conductivity profile of the layer by means 
of a numerical inverse Laplace transform algorithm that was developed to treat sampled data 
on a line. For small conductivity variations, the reconstructed conductivity profile is 
representative of the exact conductivity profile of the layered halfspace. However, 
surprisingly, even for large conductivity variations, it is seen that the depth and 
conductivity of a uniform coating on a halfspace may be estimated exactly from the zeroth 
and first moments of the reconstructed profiles, independent of the linearizing Bom 
assumption. This feature arises from the result that the Bom approximation is exact at low 
frequencies for layered solids. 
Extensive work on the inverse and forward eddy current problem exists. We will 
briefly review this work below. The forward problem consists of computing the 
impedance change that results from inducing currents inside a particular inhomogeneity 
with an .external current source. This is carried out by first computing the electric fields 
within the inhomogeneity and then using reciprocity, expressed in volume-integral form, to 
give the impedance change from the electric fields. The electric fields induced by the 
current source, in the presence of the inhomogeneity, can be determined from an 
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inhomogeneous Fredholm integral equation of the second kind [1]. The inhomogeneous 
term in the Fredholm equation is the field induced in a uniform halfspace (in the absence of 
the inhomogeneity). The homogeneous term, representing the scattered fields, is 
determined by a dyadic product of tensor Green's functions and the scattered currents in the 
inhomogeneity. Integral representations for these Green's functions appear in Refs. [1-3]. 
Much of the difficulty in solving the inverse problem arises firom the fact that the scattered 
currents are a function of both the conductivity variation and the electric fields within the 
inhomogeneity. Consequently, the recovery of the conductivity variation, from impedance 
measurements, requires the inversion of a nonlinear integral equation for the general case. 
Inverse methods have been used for a wide range of problems in electromagnetics [4]. 
Three strategies have been proposed for solving 3D eddy current (parabolic) inverse 
problems. The first strategy solves the forward problem and tabulates the results for a 
variety of inhomogeneity models. The table of results (look up table) is then compared 
with the measured data and the parameters of the flaw are determined from various criteria. 
Applications of this technique in NDE may be found in papers by Muennemann et al. [5] 
and Auld et al. [6]. References to this approach in geophysical induction may be found in 
recent review papers by Chave and Booker [7] and Varentsov [8]. This approach has been 
fairly successful in nondestructive evaluation where the laboratory samples are typically 
narrow, surface-breaking, planar cracks (or slots), which can be characterized in terms of 
three parameters, viz., length, depth, and crack opening. These methods suffer from a lack 
of generality, require substantial a priori knowledge, and require the development of 
extensive look-up tables. 
The second strategy reconstructs the conductivity profile by constrained least-squares 
minimization. Often [9,10], the integral equations are linearized before the minimization; 
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in other words, the fields within the flaw are approximated by the fields in its absence. 
Recently, iterative least squares algorithms, which take into account the nonlineari^ of the 
inverse problem, have also appeared in the literature [11,12]. The least squares approach 
has been widely used since, in principle, arbitrary current sources and inhomogenities can 
be handled. However, valuable insight into the inversion process is often lost in the 
complexity of the computational process. 
The third strategy explicitly inverts the kernels of the relevant integral equations and 
establishes algorithms specific to the kernel in question. This approach is taken by Weidelt 
[13], who uses the Gel'fand and Levitan method and the inverse Laplace transform to 
reconstruct ID conductivity variations in the layered earth. This method possesses the 
advantage of providing a clear insight of the inverse problem; however, the nonlinearities 
that appear in the kernel of the integral equations forces one to approximate the external 
current sources and/or the inhomogeneity's structure. 
The inverse problem has unique solutions, as shown by Weidelt [13] and Bailey [14] in 
solving the geophysical induction problem. Ramm and Somersalo [15] have recently 
exhibited uniqueness for a closely-related inverse problem by providing an exact inversion 
formula for the case when the permittivity of the halfspace is allowed to vary. We also 
present a formula in this paper which may be used to reconstruct the conductivity variation, 
in the Bom approximation. With an ideal data set and infinitely precise computing 
machines, it would be possible to provide an exact solution to the inverse Bom problem. 
However, the inversion of the impedance change, like other inverse problems that involve 
diffusion or diffusion-like equations, is ill-posed. The ill-posedness is manifested in our 
approach by the ill-posedness of the inverse Laplace transform for data on a line. The 
presence of noise in the data and the precision of the computing machinery, hence, prevents 
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an exact reconstruction from ever being obtained through the above-mentioned formula. 
Regularizadon techniques, structured around the behavior of the inversion kernels, have to 
be employed to provide meaningful solutions ftom the given data set 
The structure of this article is as follows. We first discuss some fundamentals of eddy 
current measurements and introduce the eddy current inverse problem in Section n. Next, 
we study the problem of a spatially periodic current sheet over a half space containing a 3D 
inhomogeneity. It is shown that the 3D variation in conductivity may be recovered by 
inverting a coupled Fourier-Laplace transform in the fiequency domain. The time-domain 
representation of the inverse expression is presented in Section IV and it is immediately 
seen that the Fourier and Laplace transforms have been decoupled. An explicit inversion 
procedure to recover the conductivity variation is obtained, the major result of our work. 
The numerical inversion of a Laplace transform is generic to eddy current .inverse 
problems. A numerical algorithm to compute the inverse Laplace transform from sampled 
data on the line is presented in Section V. The algorithm is based on a singular-value-
decomposition approach [16]. It is the basis of the depth-profiling algorithm for three-
dimensional inclusions that is discussed in Section VI. The depth-profiling algorithm is 
tested numerically using computed impedance changes caused by surface coatings on 
metals and is used to reconstract the conductivity profile of these coatings. We also derive 
expressions in this section for estimating the depth and conductivity of uniform coatings 
exactlv from the reconstructed Bom profiles. The main part of the paper is concluded with 
a discussion and summary in Section VII. In the Appendix, we present some general 
formulae which can be used to invert Fredholm integral equations of the first kind, if the 
independent variables in the kernel are in product form. 
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n. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider a current carrying wire wound into an arbitrary geometry placed above a 
nonmagnetic, conducting half space, as shown in Figure 1. This winding is usually 
referred to as the eddy current probe and is commonly in the form of a circular coil. The 
source, supplying a constant peak current, I. The probe, when driven by the time-varying 
current, induces eddy currents within the conducting halfspace by Faraday's law. The 
presence of these eddy currents can be sensed by measuring the voltage across the wire 
leads. This voltage is generally expressed in terms of the probe impedance through Ohm's 
law by 
two leads from the eddy current probe are connected to a time-harmonic (e"^®*) a.c. current 
V(to) = Kco) Z((ù) (2.1) 
The probe impedance is a function of the exciting harmonic frequency, CO. 




Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of an eddy current measurement setup 
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Z(t) physically corresponds to the current-voltage response function and is given through a 
convolution product by 
V(t)= rz(t-t)I(T)dx (2.3) 
Z(t) is therefore equal to the voltage response due to a unit impulse current in the eddy 
current probe. Since the voltages and currents supplied in the time-domain are real and 
causal, the current-voltage response function is also real and causal. This implies that the 
impedance change for negative frequencies is given by the complex conjugate of the 
impedance at positive frequencies, i.e., Z(-l 0)1) = Z*(| © I ). 
In the event that the halfspace contains an anomaly in conductivity, 5a(x), there is a 
change in probe impedance. This change is denoted as 6Z(to) in the frequency domain and 
SZ(t) in the time-domain. It has been shown in [6] using reciprocity that the impedance 
change in the frequency domain, SZ(co), for a constant current a.c. source, is given by 
5Z(cù) = ~ f 6o(x)E-E^®^d\ (2.4) 
f •'"2 
where J^d\=J^ dxdydz. 
Here, E and E^®) represent the electric fields in the presence and absence of the anomaly, 
respectively. The impedance change, ÔZ(cû), measured over a broad range of frequencies 
is taken as the data set. The inverse problem therefore consists of recovering the 
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conductivity variation, 8o(x), from the impedance change, 5Z(to)," through Eq. (2.4). 
The electric fields, E and in the two regions may be computed using Maxwell's 
equations and matching interface boundary conditions. E and E^^), within the 
conducting halfspace, satisfy differential equations given as 
V x V x E  +  n a ^  +  ^ e ^  =  0  ( 2 . 5 )  
at^ 
where a = Gq + 5a(x) when the halfspace contains an anomaly in conductivity 
= (To when Ae halfspace is homogeneous. 
)J. = |Jo = freespace permeability for a nonmagnetic halfspace 
e = permittivity of the conducting halfspace 
The frequencies used in eddy cuirent NDE are generally sufficientiy low that the 
displacement currents in Maxwell's equations can be neglected. This is usually referred to 
as the quasistatic approximation and consists of neglecting the second-derivative terms (in 
Eq. (2.5)), when calculating E and E^®) within the conducting halfspace. The electric 
fields are therefore diffusive, the diffusion constant being given by p.a. For time-harmonic 
current sources, the diffusion-type equation for the electric field, E^®\ in the time-domain 
reduces to a Helmholtz equation in the frequency domain, given by 
(V^ + kg)E(*) = 0 (2.6) 
where kg = iœ^oCTo. 
The causality of the fields in the time-domain imply that only outgoing waves exist, thus 
determining the appropriate sign of the square root of kg. kg is often expressed in terms of 
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a characteristic number, 5, called the skin depth, defined as 
5 '^-[ooCOHoJ • 
The differential equations for have been solved in literature and integral 
expressions in terms of the external current source and the material properties of the 
conducting halfspace have been well-documented [see, for example, Ref. 1]. The solution 
for the electric field, E, in the presence of an inhomogeneity is obtained by solving a 
Fredholm integral equation of the second kind [1] 
E(x) = E^®(x) + -  ^f a (x;x') • 5o(x') E(xO d\' (2.7) 
Q.jj(x;x') are tensor Green's functions and physically represent the fields scattered in the i* 
direction due a unit dipole oriented in the direction. 
Substitution of Eq. (2.7) into Eq. (2.4) clearly shows that the impedance change 
varies non-linearly with the conductivity variation. When the conductivity of the 
inhomogeneity is close to that of the host, i.e., « 1, we can carry out a perturbation 
theory for the electric field, E(x), in terms of the ratio Keeping only zeroth-order 
Go 
terms in ^ in the electric field, we find that the impedance change in the Bom Oo 
approximation, is given by 
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ÔZ (B) 6c(x) E^®\x) (2.8) 
«2 
This linearized representation of Eq. (2.4) is inverted in this paper to recover the 
conductivity profile. 
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m. INVERSION FOR A 3D VARIATION IN CONDUCTIVITY-
FREQUENCY DOMAIN 
In the following two sections, we consider a spatially periodic current sheet of either 
cosine or sinusoidal spatial dependence as our eddy current probe. We choose such a 
probe for consideration since an arbitrary coil winding produces an electromagnetic field 
which varies spatially as well as harmonically. By considering the effect of each spatial 
Fourier component individually, we can superpose them to synthesize the fields due to any 
finite-sized arbitrary eddy current probe; The inversion algorithms for each spatial Fourier 
component will provide insight into the development of inverse methods for the more 
complex, though more commonly-used, coil probe. 
For physical understanding, we can construct such a situation by the following thought 
experiment. Consider an inhomogeneity in a cylindrical conductor. Assume that we have a 
two-port system connected to a constant current a.c. source. The current-carrying wire is 
wound around the cylindrical conductor such that the number of turns per unit surface area 
of the conductor vary, as shown in Figure 2. Consequently, the current density on the 
surface of the conductor is different at each point, although the total current passing 
through the wire is a constant By adjusting the number of turns per unit area, we can 
generate a periodic current density distribution with any arbitrary period. Now, let the 
radius of the cylindrical conductor go to infinity while maintaining a constant distance 
between the surface of the cylindrical conductor and the inhomogeneity. In this limit, the 
inhomogeneity in the cylindrical conductor with the current coil around the conductor 
reduces to the problem discussed in this paper of an inhomogeneity in a conducting 
Figure 2: Coil arrangement around a cylindrical conductor to generate a spatially periodic field 
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halfspace, with a spatially periodic current sheet placed above the halfspace. Since the 
current through the wire is a constant, we can use the reciprocity relationship derived by 
Auld et al. [6]. The fields in this reciprocity relation will be the fields generated by a 
spatially periodic current distribution, placed above the conducting halfspace. 
The external current source distribution, Jext» for the spatially periodic current sheet of 
cosine or sinusoidal spatial dependence, may be defined by 
spatially periodic current sheet above a homogeneous conducting halfspace and is given by 
(3.1) 
where K = magnitude of current sheet density 
and b = distance fiom current sheet to halfspace. 
The electric field, E(®\X), may be computed by solving Maxwell's equations for the 
E^®\x) I cos qx = ^ K ^ cos qx y 
I sin qx = K ® sin qx y. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where = kg - q^ ; = icofXoOo, Im (k) > 0 
E(0)(x)| cos qx and E(®)(x)l gin qx represent the electric fields due to die spatially periodic 
current sheet of cosine and sinusoidal spatial dependence, respectively. These results are 
computed in the quasistatic approximation and details may be found in Stoll [17]. 
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Substituting Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) into Eq. (2.8), the impedance change for a cosine and 
sinusoidal applied field in the Bom approximation is given by 
5Z (B)| K^kJ e"^' '  I cosqx • 
f Oo (q-ik)^ •'"2 
—- r 5a(x) e"^*^ cos^qx d^x 
Jo. 
6Z (B)| I sm qx • 
OQ (q—ik)^ f 8o(x) e~^^ sin^qx d^x. JCL, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Define 5Z(B)|g_g as the difference in impedance change between a cosine and sinusoidal 
applied field at a fixed spatial frequency, i.e., 
5Z®^ I c-s = 8Z®) I eos qx - ÔZ®^ I sin q, (3.6) 
Using results from Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), we have 





Generally, the impedance change can be measured for various spatial (q) and harmonic (co) 
frequencies. Our problem is to recover ôa(x) from the impedance, SZl^.g Eq. (3.7) does 
not represent a complete relation by itself for recovering 5a(x). However, if we shift the 
current sheet by a distance, 7t/4q, tangentially perpendicular to the current direction and repeat 
the measurement process described earlier, we can get an expression similar to Eq. (3.7) but 
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which involves taking sines of the conductivity variation. Using this result, let us define a 
new data set, referred to henceforth as the modified impedance, by 
I  c-s - i  [  I  c-s ] X -» X+^ (3.8) 4q 
[ 5Z(®)| c-s ]x-l» X + 7i/4q here refers to the difference in impedance changes due to a cosine 
and sinusoidal applied Geld, obtained for the current sheet shifted by 7c/4q. Using the fact 
that the direction of spatial variation is arbitrary in the XY plane, the conductivity variation, 
6a(x), is related to the modified impedance change, A2f^\ by 
dx dy dz = AZ®^ 




Eq. (3.9) now hopefully represents a complete relation for the recovery of 5a(x). Such a 
recovery is possible if we can invert the coupled Fourier-Laplace transform. The coupling 
arises from the fact that k is a complex function of both I q| and co; explicitiy k^ = icopgCQ — 
IqP. 
Consider the inversion of this coupled Fourier-Laplace transform. Assume that the 
impedance changes are given for all real spatial and harmonic frequencies. The inversion over 
k is described by a complex Laplace transform. For a fixed 1 q I, varying O) implies tracing 
hyperbolas described by 
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[Im(k)]^ - [Re(k)]^ = |qP (3.10) 
where 
2 Re(k) Im(k) = (DJIoOq. (3.11) 
Data given for all real values of CD and I q I imply that data is known along these hyperbolas in 
the complex k plane, as shown in Figure 3. When I q I = 0, the hyperbola takes the form of a 
45® line through the origin. This arises when the applied field is uniform over the surface. 
The recovery of 6o(x) therefore consists of inverting the complex Laplace transform over 
k when data is known only along these hyperbolas in the complex k-plane. Generally, 
methods to invert complex Laplace transforms require the knowledge of data over the entire 
complex plane. In the Appendix, we develop a technique to invert complex Laplace 
transforms when the data is known along any radial line through the origin in the complex 
plane. This can be used to invert the data for the I q I =0 case. But for arbitrary q's, when the 
data is known along the above-described hyperbolas, it is unclear how the complex Laplace 
transform can be inverted. It therefore appears that the spatial and harmonic frequency terms 
must somehow be decoupled, if an explicit inversion algorithm to recover the conductivity 
characteristic function 5o(x) from the impedance AZ(®) is to be written down. 
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Im k(co) 
Increasing I q| 
|q|=0 
Re k(oo) 
> Increasing œ 
Figure 3: Hyperbolic curves in the complex k-plane .along which impedance data are 
typically given. 
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IV. INVERSION OF A 3D VARIATION IN CONDUCTIVITY - TIME DOMAIN 
It was seen in the previous section that the impedance change in the frequency domain is 
given by a coupled Fourier-Laplace transform of the conductivity variation, 6c(x). This 
coupling poses a problem in inverting the transforms to extract 5a(x). We derive the time-
domain representation of Eq. (3.9) in this seçtion. The time-domain offers the advantage of 
formulating the inversion in terms of real variables. It is seen that switching to the time-
domain also enables us to decouple the Fourier and Laplace transforms and, thereby, suggest 
an explicit inversion procedure to recover the 3D conductivity profile. 
We take inverse Fourier transforms of Eq. (3.9) with respect to the harmonic frequency, 
(I), i.e.. 
AZ (B) 




k is the only variable which depends on O) in the integrand on die right-hand side of the 
equation. The inverse Fourier transform of e"^^^ therefore needs to be evaluated. Making a 
transformation of variables from û) to k^, we have 
J-f  
27C J_ g-2ikZg-i(0tj^ 
-Iql '   r + loo 












Figure 4: Integration contour for the inverse Fourier transform described by Eq. (4.2). 
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multivalued, the branch of k in e^^ ^ needs to be specified. However, we have restricted 
Im (k) > 0 (in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), the fields are assumed to vanish at infinity). Further, we 
saw earlier in Section H that the impedance change in the time-domain or equivalently the 
cuircnt-voltage response function is real. This implies that the impedance at negative 
frequencies is given by the complex conjugate of the impedance at positive frequencies, i.e., 
ÔZ(-l<ol) = 5Z*(lû)l).  (4.3) 
The above two conditions determine the choice of the branch for k and the appropriate 
branchcut is given by the positive real axis of the k^ plane. See Figure 4. Using Eq. (4.3), 
Eq. (4.2) can be reduced to an integration in the upper-half k^ plane given by 
(4.4) 
Note that k(-1 co I ) = -k*( IO) I ). The integration contour is now represented by Fj in Figure 
5. Since the integrand is analytic everywhere in the quadrant Im (k^) > 0, Re (k^) < 0, we 
have from Cauchy's theorem 
[ ^ ' e~ d(k^) = 0. 








•KaAAAAA/\ Re (k^) 
Figure 5: Integration contour in the upper-half plane described by Eq. (4.5) 
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Consider the integrals over each of the segments individually. The integral over 
vanishes as R -» oo and the integral over Tg is purely real [18]. Hence, there is no 
contribution to Eq. (4.4) from the segments and Fg. We therefore have 
e"!^ d(k^) = - Im e^^''' e"!^ d(k^). (4.6) 
Along I ql =0 and the integral is identical to that evaluated for a unifomi field [19]. The 
spatial periodicity seems to be in effect attenuating the time-domain impedance response by 
the factor e"^^^ The integral in Eq. (4.6) can be evaluated and is given as 
e-4 = U| . (4.7, 
Using this result in Eq. (4.4) and then resubstituting in Eq. (4.1), we have the time-domain 




I q P t  
MpPp f HoGo"! 1/2 
^ % / 
- Z PgOg 
X I ôo(x) I z I e t e'^'' *' d^x (4.8) 
If we make the substitution c^ = (iiQaQ/2), s = 2c^/t, and u = |z|^, we can rewrite this as 
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•p-1 ziz, Jv e c s 
|_( |q|+ikf J ~ I^oJ 4c 
AZ®) 1 K^e-^lilb 
X f f f 5o(x,y,u) e e'^^' dx dy du (4.9) 
Making use of the reality of the impedance response in the dme-domain, Eq. (4.9) can be 
rewritten as 
The time-domain impedance response (or alternately, the inverse Fourier transform of the 
impedance in the frequency domain) is now obtained by real Laplace and Fourier transforms 
of the conductivity characteristic function. The transform variables are also decoupled in this 
domain. Hence, an explicit inversion procedure can be written down to recover the 
conductivity characteristic function. 
The inversion procedure, based on Eqs. (4.10), for the coil arrangement shown in Figure 
2, will then consist of the following steps: 
1. Measure the impedance changes for different values of the spatial (qx.qy) and harmonic 
frequencies (co) for a current sheet, varying spatially as a cosine function. 
(4.10) 
where AZ (to.q^.qy) = AZ (co.q^.qy) 
M 4c' _ 
ifùTc 
e s dco 
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2. Shift the current sheet tangentially, perpendicular to the cunent direction, in increments of 
distance 7^4q to a maximum distance of 3ji/4q and repeat the set of measurements. 
3. Subtract the impedance change for the current sheet shifted by 7r/2q from the impedance 
change for the unshifted current sheet. 
4. Similarly, subtract the impedance change for the current sheet shifted by 37i/4q from the 
impedance change for the current sheet shifted by 7t/4q. 
5. Multiply the resulting impedance change from (4) by the imaginary number, i, and 
subtract it from the resulting impedance change from (3). This new resulting data set 
represents the modified impedance change used for inversion in Eq. (4.10). 
6. Convert the modified impedance from the frequency to the time-domain (s-space), in the 
manner shown in Eq. (4.10). 
7. Evaluate the inverse Laplace transform of this time-domain data over s-space. 
8. Evaluate the inverse 2D Fourier transforms over q-space for each value of u. 
This inversion will give us the complete 3D conductivity variation within the halfspace. 
The numerical inversion of Fourier transforms have been well studied and routines are 
widely available in literature. There are also a large number of techniques for numerically 
inverting Laplace transforms; however, most of these techniques evaluate the inverse of a 
specified function. In a typical eddy current experiment, one would only have data for the 
impedance changes measured at discrete ft-equencies. Hence, the technique employed should 
be capable of inverting discrete data supplied along a line. The difficulty with the inversion 
of the Laplace transform arises from the fact that it is ill-posed and a formula, designed to 
handle this ill-posedness for sampled data along the real axis, is presented in the next section. 
Using this algorithm for the inversion of the Laplace transform and the routines available in 
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literature for the inversion of Fourier tranforms, one can carry out the 3D inversion procedure 
stated above. 
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V. NUMERICAL INVERSION OF THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM 
We consider the inversion of the Laplace transform of the form 
f e~®"f(u) du = g(s), 0<u^oo, 0^s<<». (5.1) 
Jo 
The Laplace transform falls under the class of Fredholm integral equations of the first kind 
and, as typically happens with equations in this class, its inversion is ill-posed. Explicit 
inversion formulae are derived in the Appendix for those Fredholm integral equations of the 
first kind whose kernels contain the independent variables in product form. Since the 
kernel of the Laplace transform, e'^", is also of product form, we can use the Eqs. (9.7) 
and (9.8) in the Appendix to write down an explicit inversion formula for the Laplace 
transform. Eqs. (9.7) and (9.8) for (3 = 1 and K(su) = e"^" reduce to 
1 MOO *oo —1/2 + iGJ —1/2 + iGJ  ^
6(u-u') = £_[ + ds dd, 0 Ï U.U' Ï (5.2) 
1 »oo -1/2 + iC3 .oo 
= fôïïTiS) J„ 
In Eqs. (9.7) and (9.8), n is chosen to be -1/2 and, therefore, it is assumed that 
j |f(u)| du exists. r(l/2 4- i ts) refers to the complex Gamma function, computed for 
every value of 05. The importance of this equation lies in the fact that g(s) need be known 
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only along a line, for all real values of s, and may be in sampled or functional form. Eq. 
(5.3) can therefore be implemented numerically without much difficulty or computational 
effort We note that Eq. (5.2) can be verified by straightforward integration of its right 
hand side. 
An understanding of the structure of this inverse expression is provided by McWhirter 
and Pike [16]. By deriving the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Laplace transform, 
they write down an inversion formula in terms of g(s) and the eigensolutions. The 
combination of the two sets of eigensolutions in their inversion expression yields Eq. 
(5.3). There are other ways to deriving Eq. (5.3) such as the Fourier deconvolution 
approach. This approach was used by Weidelt [13] to write down an inversion formula for 
the complex Laplace transform, when data is given along a 45® line in the complex plane (P 
= e^^^ in Eqs. (9.7) and (9.8) in the Appendix). 
The nature of the ill-posedness can be seen by looking at the outer integral in Eq. 
(5.3). Since I r(l/2 + iGJ) I = 7t / cosh (7tC3), I r(l/2 + it3) I -> 0 as OJ -» <». The outer G5 
integral in Eq. (5.3), however, is in principle well-defined because when OJ —> the s-
integral result goes to zero faster than I r(l/2 + iOJ) I. But, since some amount of noise is 
inevitable (either from computation or from experiment), the outer GJ integral in reality can 
never be computed to its entirety. We are forced to truncate the outer integral at a value for 
GJ, denoted by QJ^p^, and to neglect contributions to f(u) from OJ > OJopt- This truncation 
does not pose a problem for smoothly varying profiles. In most NDE situations, smoothed 
out reconstructions of the flaw profiles suffice, allowing such an approximation to be 
made. 
Procedures to choose the optimum frequency of truncation, QJ^p^, have been taken 
from Lewis [20]. Two criteria for choosing the optimum frequency are adopted in this 
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paper, one based on finding the minimum error and the second the minimum error slope. 
We first obtain estimates for f(u), denoted by ^(u), fiom 
1 —1/2 + iOJ «00. 
(5.4) 
for every OJ^ = 
This is then substituted back into the forward problem to yield the least square error, 
given by 
N N oo 
^ = X = 2 ' s(si) - e®'" f^(u) du 12 (5.5) 
Here, N denotes the total number of points at which g(s) is measured. In the first criterion, 
(®opt) I chosen as that frequency among = G5i, ,mniax which gives the 
minimum least square error, (Rm)min- tiie second criterion, all the local minima of Rm 
are located. (Qqp^) %% is then chosen among these minima to be that at which varies the 
slowest. This is argued from the point of view that at the optimum frequency, insertion or 
deletion of the next frequency component will not induce large variations in f(u). 
The inversion algorithm is tested over the Laplace transform of various well-known 
functions. It is seen that smoothly-varying functions are reconstructed well, even when the 
data are contaminated by noise to about 10% of its magnitude. However, it is difficult to 
reconstruct the boundaries of functions which vary sharply, such as a rectangular pulse. 
The boundaries tend to smear out in the reconstruction. Examples of some of these 
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rcconstrucdons are presented in [21]. We implement this algorithm and present results for 
the reconstruction of surface coatings over a metallic halfspace in the next section. 
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VI. SPECIAL CASES: UNIFORM CURRENT SHEETS AND LAYERED HALFSPACES 
In this section, we will treat two special cases and then the second of these special cases 
will be used to test the numerical implementation of the algorithm. First we will examine 
how the inversion method specializes when we know only the impedance change due to a 
uniform current sheet above a conducting halfspace, containing a genera! three-dimensional 
inhomogeneity. As will be seen below, the inversion algorithm then reduces to a single 
inverse Laplace transform, which allows us to recover the change in the conductivity as a 
function of depth, averaged over the XY plane. Second, we further specialize the problem 
and consider a uniform current sheet above a layered solid (i.e., an inhomogeneity that varies 
only in the z-direction). Surprisingly, certain features of the inversion algorithm are found to 
be exact for a layered halfspace and independent of the Bom approximation. Finally, we use 
the exact computed solutions for the impedance change due to a layer of constant conductivity 
on a halfspace of differing conductivity to test the numerical implementation of the proposed 
inversion algorithm. Results are presented for various ratios of the conductivities of the layer 
and the underlying halfspace. 
The inversion problem for a uniform current sheet alxjve a halfspace containing an 
inhomogeneity is valuable from two standpoints. First, it was seen earlier that the major 
difficulty with the general 3D inversion procedure is the inversion of the Laplace transform. 
Understanding the numerical Laplace transform is a prerequisite for implementing the general 
3D inversion procedure. Second, the ID problem (uniform field above a layered solid) 
suggests useful engineering applications. Inversion of ID conductivity profiles imply that 
the depth and conductivity of surface coatings may be estimated by means of the inversion 
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procedure suggested in this paper. This is, for example, useful in the area of nondestructive 
characterization of materials and in the characterization of corrosion effects in steam generator 
tubings. 
A. Inversion Formulae for Uniform Current Sheets 
The formulae for the impedance, given by Eqs. (3.7) and (4.10), for a uniform current 
sheet (q=0) above a conducting halfspace containing a tiiree-dimensional inhomogeneity, 
reduces to 
Frequencv domain: 










Sz(®) now refers to the impedance change in the uniform current sheet, computed in the 
Bom approximation. The conductivity variation with depth can therefore be obtained by 
inverting a complex Laplace transform in the firequency domain and a real Laplace 
transform in the time-domain (s=2c^/t). As seen from Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), the amplitude 
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of the reconstructed profile after the Laplace transform inversion represents the average of 
6a over the XY-plane as a fxmction of z (u= 1 z 12). 
B. Inversion for a Uniform Current Sheet over a Layered Halfspace 
In the situation when the inhomogeneity is also one-dimensional and can be represented 
as a layer in a halfspace of differing conductivity, Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) specialize to 




- ftequency domain - (6.3) 
f 5o(u) e du = s 
Jo I^ 2<À 
-1 
Iml (6.4) 
— time domain — 
ÔZ(®)(cû) now refers to the impedance change due to the layer measured per unit surface 
area of the layer. Since the impedance change can be measured for all real frequencies, this 
implies that data is available along a 45® line in the complex kq plane. Methods to invert a 
Laplace transform, for data given on a 45® line, may be developed from Eqs. (9.8) and 
(9.11) in the Appendix. Similar techniques were used by Weidelt [13] to reconstruct the 
conductivity variation in layered earth models from the measured geophysical response 
function. In this section, we invert the time-domain equation, given by Eq. (6.2), through 
the inversion formula for Laplace transforms, described by Eq. (5.3) in Section V. Since 
the ID numerical implementation serves as a precursor to the more general three-
dimensional algorithm and because the Fourier-Laplace transforms decouple in the time-
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domain, we focus our attention to inverting the time-domain expression. 
Before discussing the numerical implementation of the ID inversion algorithm, certain 
interesting features in Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) are observed. From Eq. (6.3), we see that the 
low frequency impedance change in the Bom approximation is direcdy related to the zeroth 
and first moments of the one-dimensional conductivity profile. Explicitiy, 
The low frequency asymptotics for the exact impedance change were studied in detail 
for various current source configurations and inhomogeneities in [22]. It was shown that 
for a ID current source (such as a uniform current sheet) above a layered halfspace, the low 
frequency electric fields inside the layer are given exactly by 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
•y- -  ko (6.7) 
(6.8) 
where = icopoKz 
Here, (")Ey and ('^)e^^ denote the electric fields inside the halfspace in the presence and 
absence of the layer, for order of frequency co". We therefore see that for the lowest order 
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of frequency, the electric field inside the layer is given by the unperturbed field when 
the layer is absent, or in other words, the Bom approximation. The electric field inside the 
layer for order of frequency co is given by the sum of the Bom approximation and a 
constant independent of space. 
Denote the impedance change for order of ftequency, (O™, by (^)8Z. Substituting 
Eqs. (6.7) and (6.8) for the low frequency electric field coefficients into the volume 
integral expression, given by Eq. (2.4), we can derive relationships between the exact 
impedance change, and the impedance change computed in the Bom 
approximation, (™)5Z(®). We find that for orders co and 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
These equivalencies between the exact impedance change and the impedance change 
computed in the Bom approximation enable us to determine exacdy the zeroth and first 
moments of the conductivity from the Bom inversion algorithms. Here and below, we 
refer to the conductivity profile reconstructed by taking inverse Laplace transforms of the 
exact impedance change as the inverse Bom profile. We denote the zeroth and first 
moments of the inverse Bom profiles as MQ and MJ, respectively. From the equivalence 
relationships between the impedances, described above, and Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6), we find 
a»5z=o®5z(B)ji+ R^UBDULL 
I ZOolZcl Jo J 
where Iz^l = centroid location of layer 
=  6 a ( | z | ) | z | d | z | j  +  ^ J ^ Ô c K l z | ) d | z |  
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that the zeroth moment of the exact conductivity profile is equal to MQ, 
f 5a( |z |)d|z |  =Mo, (6.11) 
while the first moment is given by 
|6o(|z |) |zUUI = klMo; 1^1 (6.12) 
These equations imply that the exact zeroth and first moments of the conductivity profile 
may be estimated from the zeroth and first moments, Mg and M j, of the inverse Bom 
profiles. In the situation when the layer represents a surface coating and the conductivity of 
the coating is uniform and differs by a constant value, Aa, from the underlying halfspace, 
we find that the conductivity and depth of the coating may be estimated exactly from MQ 
and Ml by 
d = depth of coating = 2 (6.13) 
(6.14) 
C. Numerical Implementation of the ID Algorithm 
In this sub-section, the problem of a ID surface coating over a nonmagnetic metallic 
halfspace is studied. The coating and the halfspace are assumed to have conductivities Cg 
and CQ, respectively. The coating is also assumed to be nonmagnetic and its magnetic 
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permeability is given by the fieespace value, HQ. The thickness of the coating is denoted 
by d. A uniform cunent sheet, Ke"^®^ is placed above the halfspace, as shown in Figure 
6. 
Using Maxwell's equations and by applying appropriate boundary conditions at z = 0, 
z = -d, and z = ±oo, the fields within the coating and the halfspace are obtained. These are 
then substituted into the volume-integral expression, given by Eq. (2.4), to compute the 
exact impedance caused by the presence of the layer, in the quasistatic limit This is given 
as 
where 
1 + (Oo/Cc)^^ 2 2 
F — , kc = icoiio^c and ko = im^oGo-
1 - (CTo/Oc) 
The impedance change is computed for various ratios of Cg/OQ for frequencies ranging 
from d/S = 0.1 to 5, where S is the skin depth. For frequencies outside this range, we 
extrapolate the impedance asymptotically, by cuvefitting the data at low frequencies as 
> 0(co®, ...) and at high frequencies as —> 0(cû~^''^, o>~^,....). 
These are converted through Eq. (6.2) to the time-domain and inverted through Eq. (5.3) to 
recover the conductivity profile of the layered solid. The s-integral from 0 to in Eq. 
(5.3) is transformed to 0 to 1 by the transformation e''^^ = 1-T, where y is a parameter used 
to spread the data over the T-domain. Since the data g(s) supplied is bandlimited in s, we 
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Figure 6: Surface coating over a conductor under a uniform current sheet. 
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once again curvefit the data at the lower and higher ends of s and evaluate the integral 
analytically for these end corrections, in terms of the curvefitting coefficients. Note that the 
the s-integrand has an integrable singularity (s"^^) at s = 0; hence, the contribution to the 
integral from the lower end correction is significant Figures 7 and 8 show the profiles 
reconstructed fiom the inversion. The full line in each figure represents the actual profile. 
Instead of truncating at atnd neglecting higher frequency contributions, a weighting 
function of the form w(tD) = 1/[1 + e®(® ~ is used, a here represents a weighting 
coefficient. When a = w = 1 for CJ < and zero elsewhere, thus representing a 
rectangular window. Each figure shows two reconstructed profiles, one with a rectangular 
window and one with parameter a = 2. It is expected that a = 2 will smooth out the 
oscillations in the recovered profiles and provide a better reconstruction. 
From Figures 7 and 8, as expected, we see that as the ratio of Cg/CQ increases, the 
reconstruction of the layer profile worsens gradually. The algorithm gives accurate 
estimates of the profiles for disparities in conductivities up to 10%. Even, beyond that 
range, the reconstructed profiles behave very similar to the actual profiles and a reasonable 
estimate of the depth of the layer can be made. This is brought out in Fig. 7b where the 
conductivity of the layer is twice that of the host. 
Figures 8a and 8b show the effects of including the higher eigenfiequencies on the 
reconstruction. For the situation described in the figures, the minimum error criterion gives 
an optimum frequency, GJ^pj = 4.1, as compared to ®opt = 2.5, given by the minimum 
error slope criterion. The large optimum value for the minimum error criterion causes the 
inclusion of some of the higher eigenfrequencies in Eq. (5.4), which induce wide 
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Figure 7a: Reconstruction of nondimensionalized surface coating profile (5c/Cq) 
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Figure 7b: Reconstruction of nondimensionalized surface coating profile (ÔG/GQ) 
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Figure 7c: Reconstruction of nondimensionalized surface coating profile (SO/CTQ) 
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Figure 8: Effect of high cutoff (inclusion of high eigenfrequencies) in reconstructed 
profiles shown for CQ/oq = 1.001 (a) minimum error slope criterion (b) 
minimum error criterion 
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when the optimum cutoff frequencies lie in the range of 1.5 to 3. In this context, the 
minimum error slope criterion was usually found to be superior to the minimum error 
criterion by giving more consistently optimum cutoff frequencies lying in the earlier-
mentioned range. 
Figures 7 and 8 indicate another interesting feature in the reconstructed profiles. If we 
compare the areas under the reconstructed profiles with the true profiles, we see that they 
appear to be nearly equal, even for the case where the conductivity of the coating is twice 
that of the host This is a feature of our earlier result on the equivalence of the exact 
impedance change with the impedance change computed in the Bom approximation, at low 
frequencies (Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10)). Based on these equivalence relationships, equations 
were derived earlier to obtain exact estimates of die conductivity and depth of surface 
coatings from the zeroth and first moment of the inverse Bom profiles (see Eqs. (6.13) 
and (6.14)). Table I lists the estimates of the conductivity and depth of the coatings based 
on these relations and compares them with the actual values. The comparison is found to 
be good for both small as well as large differences in conductivity (upto about twice the 
value of the host conductivity), thus showing that the estimates are indeed independent of 
the Bom approximation. The small differences which occur are a result of the numerical 
inaccuracies arising due to the ill-posedness of the inversion and the regularization applied. 
In an ideal situation (noise-free data and infinitely precise computing machines), the 
estimates made from the Bom profiles, through Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14), will be exact. 
It is not necessary to carry out the Laplace transform inversion over the entire frequency 
range for which the impedance is supplied, to estimate the conductivity and depth of the 
coatings. Instead, one can use the low frequency part of the impedance and from the 
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equivalence relationships, Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10), curve-fit the data for the parameters, Gg 
and d. This parametrized curve-fitting technique may be superior to the Laplace transform 
inversion technique, since it is not affected by the ill-posedness of the inversion. 
However, both techniques tely on accurate measurements of the impedance change at low 
frequencies. 
TABLE I. Estimation of conductivity and depth of surface coatings from reconstmcted 
Bom profiles (Exponential weighting factor, a, used for regularization =2) 
[So/oolexact [6a/ao]est. ^est./'^exact 
1 Î II 
-0.9 -1.004 0.786 
- 0.5 - 0.507 1.010 
- 0.1 -0.114 0.939 
0.001 0.001 0.980 
0.01 0.010 0.983 
0.1 0.102 0.996 
1.0 1.020 1.013 
3.0 2.514 0.802 
Experimental impedance values are generally noisy. The ill-posedness of the Laplace 
transform-inversion necessitates a study of the sensitivity of the inversion to noise in the 
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impedance. Since actual data for experimental noise were unavailable, the noise was 
simulated artificially by generating a series of random numbers in the range -1 to 1 and 
multiplying them by a noise factor. The noise factor, N, is given by the minimum signal-
to-noise ratio in the measured data. These random numbers multiplied by the impedance 
values represent the proportionate noise added to the impedance data. 
Results from the inversion of impedance data contaminated with noise are presented in 
Figure 9a. It is seen from the figure that the recovery is good for low amounts of noise 
(< 1% of the magnitude of the impedance) but the reconstruction is poor when the noise is 
larger (about 10% of the impedance magnitude). The reconstruction is improved 
marginally when the data is smoothed prior to inversion. The smoothing carried out is 
based on a weighted cubic splines approach and uses the standard deviations of the 
impedance at each frequency as the weights. This smoothing is justified on physical 
reasoning that the variation of the impedance with frequency is smooth and continuous. 
Both, Figures 8a and 8b indicate that for large amounts of noise, the information of the 
conductivity variation at large values of depth are lost. This occurs in part because the data 
supplied for computation is bandlimited to a prescribed frequency range. The curve-fitting 
technique employed for extrapolating the impedance in the low frequency regime is 
therefore not reliable when the data are noisy. This is also verified by the observation that 
the areas under the profiles for the data contaminated with 10% noise are not close to the 
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Figure 9: Reconstruction of surface coating profile in the presence of noise for 
conductivity ratio, OQ/gq =1.1 (a) unsmoothed (b) smoothed. 
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Vn. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
A technique for reconstructing three-dimensional conductivity variations in a 
conducting halfspace from the impedance change in an eddy current probe has been 
described. The method uses the Bom approximation to linearize the relevant integral 
equations. The eddy current probe utilized for this purpose consists of a spatially periodic 
current sheet, placed above the surface of the halfspace. Inversion methods for various 
current source configurations may be synthesized Arom the results for the periodic current 
sheet. It is found that a coupled Fourier-Laplace transform has to be inverted to reconstruct 
the 3D conductivity profile. A shift from frequency to the time domain decouples these 
transforms, thus enabling us to write down an explicit inversion procedure for 
reconstructing the conductivity profile. 
In one dimension, the inverse Laplace transform of the impedance change in a uniform-
field eddy current probe is found to yield the conductivity profile. An algorithm to 
numerically invert the Laplace transform for discrete data known along the real axis is 
presented. Together with the ID inversion formulae, this algorithm is used to reconstruct 
conductivity profiles of surface coatings over metals. Exact values for the impedance 
change due to the coatings, as computed from Maxwell's equations, are used for the 
inversion. For small conductivity variations, the reconstructed profiles may directiy be 
used to estimate conductivity and depth of the coatings. For large conductivity variations, 
the low frequency relationships between the exact impedance change and the impedance 
change computed in the Bom approximation may be used to estimate the conductivity and 
depth of the coatings. 
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The task of using measured experimental data for the inversion remains to be 
investigated and is hindered by the fact that eddy current probes typically have coil 
geometries. However, in the context of noise in the experimental measurements, the 
algorithms have been tested for stability by contaminating the impedance data with artificial, 
random, proportionate noise. The results indicate that the algorithms are relatively stable 
for a moderate degree of noise (up tolO%) and, hence, it is expected that reconstruction 
from experimental data will provide meaningful solutions. The regularization technique 
used here is simply based on tmncation. It is conceivable that approaches which better 
address the noise spectrum and use a priori information about the flaw ( such as having 
compact support or a smooth profile) will be superior to the regularization technique 
employed here. Current work is focused on addressing these topics as well as numerically 
implementing the 3D inversion procedure. 
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K. APPENDIX: INVERSION FORMULAE FOR CERTAIN FREDHOLM 
We derive inversion formulae for Fredholm integral equations of the first kind whose 
kernels contain the independent variables in product form. The approach begins with a 
well-known delta function identity and uses transformation of variables in this identity to 
arrive at the required inversion formulae. These inversion foimulae are related to the 
eigenfunction-based expressions derived by McWhirter and Pike [16] for inverting the 
pnxluct-fbrm Fredholm integral equations of the first kind. However, the treatment is 
more general than [16] in that the data for inversion need only be known along any radial 
line in the complex plane. It is shown that these formulae, with appropriate 
transformations, can also be related to the inversion expressions used in the Fourier 
deconvoludon approach. 
Consider a 6-function identity of the form 
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST KIND 
(9.1) 
Let u = e' and u' = e*, 0 ^  u, u' < Makiiig îlicse changes of vaiiables in Eq. (9.1) and 
multiplying both sides by u" and u'*", we have 
n+iO .,/m-iGJ (9.2) 
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Since operationally, u'™u" S(log u - log uO = 5(u - uO when m+n = -1, we have 
Consider a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind of the type 
f K(UV) f(u) du = g(v), (9.4) 
Jo 
where v = Ps, p is any complex number, 0 ^ s ^ 
The kernels of the integral variables contain the two independent variables in product form, 
as shown above. Define 
8^-0-) = uii^'®u^i"""i°dGJ (9.3) 
,n+iO 
in+l+iO (9.5) 
We then have 
(n+l+im) n+iCJ (9.6) 
Using Eq. (9.6) for u'-(n+l+i(Q) jn gq. (9.3), we get 
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.eo jjW-iCD gH+iOJ 
icCPsuO ds dOJ (9.7) 
'o A^(p,m) 
Therefore, any integral equation of the type described by Eq. (9.4) can be inverted through 
the formula 
We see that f(u) can be recovered from g(v) through Eq. (9.8), when g(v) is known along 
any radial line in the complex -v plane. g(v) could be either in sampled or functional form. 
In Eq. (9.8), n is arbitrary as long as the existences of A„((3,0J) and the s-integral are 
properly defined. This implies that j |K(X)| X" dx and J |f(u)j u'^ " du must exist for Eq. 
(9.8) to be valid. 
Certain integral equations of the type described in Eq. (A.4) have been inverted in the 
past by using a Fourier deconvolution approach [23]. We can show that Eq. (9.8) results 
in the inverse expressions described in the above-mentioned reference, when we make 




ffc') e-» = jjm e-'"" g(Pe-) e 
^-(n+lh (9.9) 
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Taking inverse Fourier transforms with respect to t, we obtain 
e-^V®'dt = A„(p,ra) 27cLoS(Pe"^> e"^i)^e"i'"dx (9.10) 
Therefore, 
(9.11) 
where F^(m) and G^((3) refer to the inverse Fourier transforms of f(e^) e""^ and 
g(pe"^) respectively. Therefore, instead of Eq. (9.8), we can alternately use Eq. 
(9.11) and the inverse Fourier transform to recover f(u). 
The ill-posedness of the inversion is exhibited by the behavior of Ajj(P,CJ) as Ci —> oo 
in either of the two equations, Eqs. (9.8) or (9.11). Regularization of the inversion, based 
on truncating the higher frequency components in Eq. (9.8) [16] or using a parameter to 
control the division in Eq. (9.11) [24], is required to provide meaningful solutions. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this dissertation was to develop theories for the quantitative 
characterization of defects in materials by eddy cunents. The theories developed in this 
dissertation will help us extract flaw characteristics (size, shape, location, etc.) from the 
measured impedance change in the eddy current probes through analytical and numerical 
methods instead of the currently-used "catalogue" techniques. This section consists of two 
halves. In the first half of this section, we highlight the main results of this dissertation. 
Later, we discuss future extensions and applications of the theories presented in this 
dissertation. The theories presented, for most parts, are general and may be applied to a 
wide variety of disciplines that use electromagnetic induction principles for investigation. 
Such applications, for example, arise in the fields of NDE, geophysical exploration, remote 
sensing and biomedical imaging. The discussion presented in this section, however, 
mainly addresses NDE applications. 
A. Highlights of Dissertation 
A new formalism to derive integral equations for the electric fields in conducting 
structures containing inhomogeneities is presented in the first part (paper) of this 
dissertation. This formalism expresses the electromagnetic fields everywhere in terms of 
two scalar quantities, the normal components of the magnetic field and current 
perpendicular to the conducting structure. The tangential field components may be derived 
from these two normal components. The formalism assumes that the conducting structure 
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being investigated can be modeled as a halfspace. The effects of displacement currents are 
included in the derivation. No assumption is made about the size or shape of the external 
current source configuration and the inhomogeneity. The inhomogeneity may represent a 
variation in conductivity, permeability or permittivity within the halfspace. 
The integral equations presented may be used to obtain analytical expressions for the 
electromagnetic fields within a homogeneous halfspace for simple current source 
configurations. For complex current source configurations or when the halfspace contains 
inhomogeneities, numerical techniques based on the volume integral method have to be 
used to compute the fields. Once the fields are known, the impedance change in the eddy 
current probe can be evaluated by using Auld's reciprocity formula [12]. 
By reducing the number of independent variables to two fiom three through the new 
formalism, it is conceivable tiiat die volume integral method, applied to to this new set of 
integral equations, will be more cost-efficient and less memory intensive than currentiy-
existing techniques. The integral equation representations, based on the new formalism, 
are also particularly amenable to studying various limiting situations. The "weak 
scattering" (Bom) limit, when the material properties of the inhomogeneity are close to 
those of the host, is presented as an example in the first paper. 
In the second part of the dissertation, we compute the low frequency asymptotics of the 
electric fields by studying the low frequency limit of the integral equations presented in the 
first paper. This study enables us to write down simple low frequency expansions for the 
electric fields in a homogeneous conducting halfspace, in terms of the external current 
source. When the halfspace contains an anomaly in conductivity, the computation of the 
low frequency electric fields map to the boundary-value problem in electrostatics of solving 
for the electric fields in an infinite conductor, containing the anomaly and its image, 
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immersed in an even-ordered, incident electric field. For certain geometries of the external 
current source and inhomogeneity, these fields are exactly given by the Bom approximation 
and hence, the low frequency impedance change can be computed trivially. For other 
cases, a separation of variables approach may be used to solve the boundary-value problem 
and, thereby, compute the low-frequency impedance change. Results are presented for 
surface-breaking semicircular cracks and hemispherical pits. 
The low frequency study carried out in the second paper represents the rigorous way to 
compute the asymptotics, in comparison with other existing techniques which use the static 
form of Maxwell's equations or the hydrodynamic analogy. Consequently, we are able to 
treat arbitrarily-shaped current sources and inhomogeneities. A detailed study of the orders 
of frequency for which the quasistatic approximation is exact is carried out for the first 
time. Further, we are able to extend existing asymptotic solutions to orders beyond the 
lowest order of frequency. These low frequency results may be used for a variety of 
purposes. They can be used to develop inversion schemes, based on curve-fitting the 
impedance change measured at low frequencies. The results may be applied to calibrate 
eddy current probes. The low frequency asymptotic expansions also provide a useful 
check to the researcher, who may be using finite element or volume integral codes to 
compute the electric fields for all frequencies at all space. 
The third part of the dissertation differs from the first two in that it addresses the 
inverse eddy current problem instead of the direct (forward) problem. Here, we are 
concerned with developing techniques to reconstruct arbitrarily-shaped 3D conductivity 
variations within a conducting halfspace, given the impedance change in the external 
current source due to these variations. The inversion strategy used is a direct inversion 
approach which relies on first setting up the integral equations to describe the forward 
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problem and then developing algorithms to explicitly invert the kernels of these integral 
equations. This method, therefore, provides greater insight and control of the inversion 
process in comparison with the least-squares-minimization technique for inversion [38-40]; 
however, the method is restricted to treating simple current source configurations on 
account of the difficulties encountered in analytically inverting the kernels of the integral 
equations. 
The impedance change is related nonlinearly to the conductivity variations within the 
halfspace. In the third part of the dissertation, we study the linear inverse problem where 
the dependence of the impedance change on the conductivity variation is linearized by the 
Bom. approximation, namely, the electric fields within the halfspace in the presence of the 
anomaly are replaced by the fields in its absence. This approximation is expected to be 
valid when the conductivity variations are small. 
We first study the situation when the external current source consists of a spatially 
periodic current sheet. It is seen that the impedance change is given by a coupled Fourier-
Laplace transform of the conductivity variation within the halfspace. These transforms 
decouple in the time-domain, which enable us to write down an explicit inversion 
procedure to reconstruct the 3D anomaly from the impedance change. The inversion 
algorithm for the spatially periodic sheet is then specialized to the problem of a uniform 
current sheet over the halfspace. The conductivity variation with depth is now given by the 
inversion of a complex Laplace transform in the frequency domain and a real Laplace 
transform in the time domain. 
Algorithms to invert Laplace transforms are established, based on the singular-value-
decomposition method. In developing these algorithms, new inversion formulae are 
derived for inverting Laplace transforms and similar Fredholm integral equations of the first 
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kind, which contain the independent variables in product form. These formulae are useful 
for inverting data supplied in discrete form along a line. 
The algorithms developed for the inversion procedure are tested by inverting the 
impedance changes due to surface coatings on a conducting halfspace. It is seen that the 
conductivity profiles of the coatings obtained from the inversion algorithms are fairly 
representative of the exact profiles, when the conductivity variations are small. Further, it 
is observed that the zeroth and first moments of the exact conductivity profiles with depth 
are preserved in the Bom reconstructions, for all conductivity variations. The latter is a 
consequence of the exactness of the Bom approximation at low frequencies for layered 
halfspaces. Using this feature, estimates of the depth and conductivities of coatings can be 
made from the inverted Bom profiles, even when the conductivity variations are large. 
These estimates are found to compare well with the exact estimates. 
The inverse methods developed in the third part of the dissertation initiate work for the 
first time on the direct inversion approach to 3D eddy current flaw reconstruction. A useful 
application of this approach to characterize surface coatings in metals is exhibited. The ID 
algorithm for surface coatings has presently has been tested using simulated data from 
theory (0.1< d/ô < 5, where d=depth of coating, Ô = skin depth) and awaits experimental 
testing. In tiiis context, the stability of the algorithm with respect to experimental noise has 
been tested by artificially adding noise to the simulated data. It is found that the algorithms 
can tolerate noise upto about 10%. 
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B. Future Extensions 
The new formalism introduced in the first paper could be extended to treat several new 
problems. First, we can trivially extend the formalism to multilayered media. Second, an 
extension of the formalism may be used to derive integral equations for the electromagnetic 
fields inside cylindrical or spherical conductors tiiat may contain inhomogeneities. This 
extension might be of considerable benefit to the NDE community in inspecting tubings 
with eddy currents. Third, instead of assuming isotropic media, if the material properties 
are taken to be three-dimensional tensors, the formalism may be used to derive integral 
equations for the electromagnetic fields in anisotropic materials. Fourth, by taking time 
domain Fourier transforms of the integral equations presented in the first paper or in the 
cases discussed above, we can model the behavior of transient electromagnetic fields in 
conductors. Alternately, starting with the diffusion equation and reexpressing the fields in 
terms of the the current and magnetic field normal to the air-metal interface, we can directly 
derive the time-domain integral equations for transient fields. 
The low frequency limit of the integral equations for all frequencies were studied in the 
second paper. Similar studies of various limiting cases of the integral equations can be 
carried out to obtain the high frequency, the far-field and near-field asymptotics. The high 
frequency asymptotics are expected to be useful for crack characterization. In this regard, it 
must be noted that the formalism in the present status assumes that the external current 
source and the inhomogeneity are not in contact with the air-metal interface. From physical 
reasoning, there cannot be a jump in fields for inhomogeneities which lie infinitesimally 
below the surface and those which break the surface. Hence, it is expected that the integral 
equations developed in the first paper are also valid for surface-breaking inhomogeneities. 
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However, prior to studying high frequency asymptotics, a formal verification of this 
argument by reformulation of the integral equations to treat surface-breaking 
inhomogeneities is desirable. 
The low frequency integral equation was used to obtain asymptotic expansions for the 
impedance change due to oblate and prolate spheroidal pits at the halfspace surface. Similar 
studies can be carried out to the more general ellipsoidal pit or for buried inhomogeneities, 
such as a spherical cavity. Note that for the latter, the low frequency impedance change in 
an eddy current probe is given by studying the electrostatic problem of two spheres in an 
infinite conductor under a uniform electric field. These exact low frequency results may be 
compared with approximate results for the impedance change obtained by making the Bom 
approximation in the volume integral formula for the impedance change [29]. 
The exactness of the low frequency asymptotics with the Bom approximation for 
certain geometries of the inhomogeneity and the current source brings up several interesting 
extensions. It is found that the Bom approximation is exact for the lowest order in 
frequency for a spatially periodic current sheet over a layered halfspace, when the current is 
directed tangential to the surface of the halfspace and peipendicular to the spatial variation. 
This feature raises the possibility of a potentially exact method for reconstmcting an 
arbitrary ID inhomogenity (a layered halfspace) by inverting the Laplace transform of the 
low frequency (harmonic) impedance change measured in the current sheet, for different 
spatial frequencies. This result is important since exact inverse methods for these kind of 
induction problems, even for ID scatterers, are unknown, to the best of the author's 
knowledge. 
The inversion of the Laplace transform or similar Fredholm integral equations of the 
first kind is generic to eddy current inverse methods and has been studied in developing 
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techniques to reconstruct surface coatings in the third paper. These techniques may be 
extended to develop an inverse method for the more useful case of an eddy current coil 
above a halfspace, containing an inhomogeneity. The coil generates a multitude of spatial 
frequencies which are coupled with the exciting harmonic frequency by Bessel functions 
[4]. An explicit inversion expression to invert tiie Bessel function kernel may be written 
down, at least for the ID case of a layered halfspace. This expression may be used to write 
down an inversion procedure for reconstructing the conductivity profîle. 
The increase in complexity of the kernels,with the structure of the current source 
configurations, restricts the use of this kind of inversion strategy to simple current 
geometries or inhomogeneities. For a general treatment, an analytical expression which is 
the inverse of the volume integral representation for the impedance change needs to be 
sought This relation would now express the conductivity variation as a function of the 
impedance change and the electric fields. Such an expression will be considerably easier to 
invert than the presently-existing volume integral representation. The answer to obtaining 
such an expression appears to lie in deriving a delta-function identity, similar to the delta-
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